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GET HARDER. GET FASTER. 
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  GET VIVID.

VIVID IS THE HARDER, FASTER, MOST COLORFUL ABLATIVE 

ANTIFOULING ON THE WATER. NO MATTER HOW FAST YOU ARE, 

BURNISH BRIGHT COLOR VIVID ON YOUR BOTTOM AND YOU’LL 

BE EVEN FASTER... AND BETTER LOOKING.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Peter Nielsen

he aptly named punch list—so called because an owner feels like he’s been punched several times in the wallet 
ater reading it—can be dauntingly long, especially in today’s systems-heavy boats. hese are complex creations, 
groaning under the weight of equipment from diferent manufacturers that must all be connected, commissioned, 
tweaked, tuned and sweet-talked into functioning in perfect harmony. If just one element refuses to play with the 
others it is cause for despair.

It is at such times that even the most gadget-crazy sailor yearns, if only momentarily, for the simplicity most 
famously embraced by sailors like Lin and Larry Pardey. No engine, minimal electronics—nothing much to go 
wrong. I can see the appeal. I have myself (usually upon emerging, reeking of diesel, from the bowels of the boat) 
pondered the virtues of such an uncomplicated sailing life. But then I’ve ished an icy beer out of the electric 
fridge, washed the grime of with pressurized hot water out of a faucet, got the Grateful Dead blasting out of the 
cockpit speakers, ired up the newly bled engine, taken a quick glance at the plotter and chugged of regardless. 
You can’t have it both ways…

You can also count on the fact that the more things there are to go wrong, the more things will eventually go 
wrong. he wise sailor trains him or herself always to be on the alert for the next point of failure; checking turnbuck-
les for missing split pins, guardwires for rust, lines for chafe, steering cables for broken wire strands, electrical runs 
for poor connections or pinched wires, batteries for low water levels, shackles for loose pins, fuel lines for weeps or 
damage, alternator belts for tension, sails for worn stitching, engine mounts for integrity, hose clamps for corrosion. 
It is the knowledge of what to look for, and what to do about it, that separates the sailor from the dilettante. 

Even if you’ve never opened your car’s hood in anger and have to call for help to change a tire, you still need to 
know your boat and be able to look ater it. I know some people call a towing service at any excuse, but most issues 
with boats are down to poor or deferred maintenance. If you just don’t have the time to do serious work on your 
boat, you still owe it to yourself to know how things work. It’s not hard; if you want to learn, buy copies of Charlie 
Wing’s How Boat hings Work and Don Casey’s Sailboat Maintenance Manual. If you own a complicated boat with 
lots of systems, you can’t do without Nigel Calder’s Boatowner’s Mechanical and Electrical Manual. 

hese will give you the basic knowledge you’ll need to look ater your boat. Read them before you head of to 
anywhere more exotic than your slip, and hopefully you won’t be the one needing a tow. s

Simple
  Truths
T

he deinition of cruising as repairing your boat in exotic 
places entered the realm of clichés long ago, but that doesn’t 
make it any less true. here’s no end of irony in the fact that 

while you can pay $20,000 for a new car and be shocked and upset 
if it breaks down a few days later, no one is really surprised that a 
boat that costs as much as a house, in some cases a mansion, can 
have technicians swarming over it for weeks ater it’s launched. 
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FEEDBACK
From the SAIL community

How to reach us
Living the SAIL life? Have stories, tips, photos or something else you want to share with us? 

Email us at sailmail@sailmagazine.com | Sign up for our e-newsletter | Interact with us on social media.

In his piece “Knowing Your Boat: h e 
thing nobody ever talks about,” posted on 
SAILfeed on January 21, Clark Beek wrote 
about the benei ts of knowing one’s boat. 
On the subject, Beek wrote “What some 
might call ‘getting to know your boat’ may 
accurately be called the most intimate 
relationship a human being can have with 
an inanimate object. ... True familiarity 
with a vessel is a long process, necessitated 
by the time it takes to encounter all kinds 
of weather and all kinds of situations.” 
Here’s a bit of what our readers had to say. 

Totally agree with the premise–I’m also on my 
eighteenth year with my boat Priya. @Brandt

h ese were very inspiring words. I have a 
47-year-old Bristol that my wife and I have 
been sailing for 24 years. I know this boat. I 
liked your characterization, the most intimate 
relationship a human being can have with an 
inanimate object. @Robert Roesch

I urge your readers to be thorough in testing 
all of the boats equipment in a variety of 
conditions. @Bob Walton

“Knowing your boat.” h at’s three words that 
say so much and a basis for giving priorities 
to work needed, upgrades and just about 
anything else related to your boat. @Jack

The Sailing Scene
Are you out there sailing, cruising and living the sailing life? If you are, send 
your sailing photos to sailmail@sailmagazine.com for a chance to have them 
featured in these pages. Here are a few pictures from other readers, taken 
during their latest cruising adventures. 

I have been a fan of SAIL magazine for more than 15 years here in Japan. This photo 
is my favorite sailing memory, a quiet morning at anchor.—Kosei Matsushita

Last August, I sailed on 
a full-scale replica of the 
USS Niagara from Monroe, 
Michigan, to The National 
Museum of the Great Lakes in 
Toledo, Ohio. The brig Niagara 
was used by Commodore 
Perry during the War of 1812 
to defeat the British fleet in the 
islands of western Lake Erie. 
This picture shows Toledo 
Harbor Light off the stern as 
we sailed up the channel.
—Paul Smith

@SAILfeed
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YOU SAID IT
I was looking for a quote for a one-page homage to our 
last boat, a 1977 Cape Dory 25 (seen here), and in Peter 
Nielsen’s “Call of the Sea” in the February issue I found it. 
He had a line that captured our love for that perfect little 
boat: “No matter how humble your boat is, it represents 
an escape from the mundanities and annoying pressures 
of life and provides a vehicle in which to live a dream, 
however l eetingly.” Perfect, thanks Peter. 
—Greg Bakos, via sailmail@sailmagazine.com

MORE LOVE FROM THE GREAT LAKES
Responding to Peter Nielsen’s January article “Call of the Sea,” wondering about the 
Midwesterners contracting sea fever. I grew up in Illinois, in the midst of corni elds, cattle and 
beans. I had two brothers; one became a famer/rancher, the other a truck driver and later a police 
oi  cer. But as for me, I was attracted to water. Eventually I did run away to sea, I joined the Navy 
in 1977. I became a submarine Quartermaster—I stood navigation watches when the tools at 
hand were a pencil, a chart and whatever good sense I was blessed with. It may be quite a dif erent 
experience than that of sails on the surface, but it was, never the less, a hard unromantic existence. 
And therein lies the hook. You feel alive because it is hard and dif erent from all the existence 
of “landsmen lying on their beam ends ashore.” 

I came ashore in 1988, but refused to swallow the anchor. However, I wanted to watch my little 
boy and girl grow up, and unfortunately, you can’t do that while peering through a periscope. So 
back to Illinois I went. h ough pathetic from an observer’s point of view, I maintain a connection 
to the sea; I “rescue” every scrap of line I come across. I have a ditty bag that is reasonably 
equipped for splicing, whipping, and sail mending, and use it at the minutest opportunity. I read 
Melville, Richard Henry Dana Jr., Conrad and, of course, SAIL Magazine. I own a 13t  Chrysler 
Lone Star that is just as dirt bound as I, but we keep each other company maintaining that salt 
link and, what’s let  of, my sanity. When I get that landlocked feeling I take her for what my 
wonderful, understanding wife refers to as “a yard sail.”

h e call of the sea reaches far inland. But the farther inland it resounds, the harder it is to 
answer. h anks to you and all those at SAIL that keep us armchair sailors connected.
—Randy Berkshire, via sailmail@sailmagazine.com

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
In your most recent edition, in an ef ort to recognize the contribution of Great Lakes sailors, you 
wrote that the Rochester Yacht Club participated in the 1907 Bermuda Race. h is is correct. However, 
you also stated that the Rochester Yacht Club was on Lake Erie. It is, in fact, on Lake Ontario.
—Doug McLaine, Annapolis, MD
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Timeless Classics    
Photo by Franco Pace  

h is shot of Endeavour, the classic J Class yacht built in 1934 by Camper & Nicholson, is just one of the 
many yachts reviewed in the new book J Class, by photographer Franco Pace. h e book takes readers 
through a history of the boats comprising the l eet—from their beginnings as America’s Cup racehorses 
and their recent resurgence in popularity to what the future holds. Along the way, the book features 
beautiful photography of these special boats that any sailor will enjoy. J Class is available at amazon.com. 

 9
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or more than a decade now, the issue of 
legal restrictions on anchoring in Florida 
has been simmering away, fueled by the 

number of derelict boats littering some parts of 
the state’s waterways, and by property owners 
who don’t want to see boats anchored behind 
their homes. hese two principal factors have 
been intertwined for years. 

On one hand, derelict boats are an aesthetic, 
health, environmental and sometimes safety 
issue for local and state jurisdictions and their 
constituents. Leaking fuel tanks, the discharge 
of untreated sewage and potential sinking are all 
valid concerns. Some long-term liveaboard boats 
can also be hard to distinguish from derelict 
boats without intrusive inspections. 

On the other hand, daysailors, weekend-
ers and long-term cruisers have historically 
been able to anchor in Florida for a night, the 
weekend, a week or even months at a time. Most, 
although certainly not all, are pristine boats with 
owners whose behavior is exemplary. 

As for the homeowners, many sailors believe 
residents who oppose anchoring merely want to 
“own the view.”

In 2009, new legislation moved control of 
anchoring regulation from localities to the State 

of Florida and deployed an Anchoring Ordi-
nance Pilot Program. he Pilot Program helped 
move the State of Florida from what has been 
described as “the wild west of anchoring,” in 
which every local jurisdiction had diferent and 
oten contradictory regulations, to a consistent 
statewide approach. 

Now, if they are passed, two bills being 
debated in Florida as we were going to press—
HB 1051 and S 1260—could in practice hand 
some power back to localities. he legislation 
would restrict anchoring in ive speciic places 
in Florida: the section of Middle River lying 
between Northeast 21st Court and the Intra-
coastal Waterway in Broward County; Sunset 
Lake in Miami-Dade County; the sections of 
Biscayne Bay in Miami-Dade County lying be-
tween Rivo Alto Island and Di Lido Island; San 
Marino Island and San Marco Island and San 
Marco Island and Biscayne Island; and Crab Is-
land in Choctawhatchee Bay at the East Pass in 
Okaloosa County. Some of these restrictions pit 
boater (those anchoring) against boater (those 
water skiing). 

Some organizations opposing the legislation 
are concerned that in addition to establishing 
an unfortunate precedent, it will be amended to 
expand anchoring restrictions to other areas.

Frederic Karlton of Miami Beach has been at 
the forefront of the efort to impose restrictions 
on anchoring. When I spoke with Karlton, who 
identiies himself as a boater, he returned again 
and again to two concerns—his right to privacy 
and the discharge of untreated sewage in the 
waters behind his home. 

He maintained that, ultimately, the issue was 

about human beings respecting other human 
beings, and that regulation and expectations 
should adapt as times change. He pointed 
out that many of the standing laws, rules and 
standards for freedom of navigation, including 
anchoring, have foundations dating back to the 
1870s and that the world is now a diferent place.

However, Capt. Phil Johnson, USN (Ret), 
chairman of the volunteer Concerned Cruiser’s 
Committee (CCC) of the Seven Seas Cruising 
Association (SSCA), sees things diferently. 
Historically, he says, those who traverse our 
nation’s waterways have been able to anchor 
as and where they will, subject only to naviga-
tional limits such as not anchoring in channels. 
As a representative of the cruising community, 
there is therefore no justiication for abandon-
ing long-held rights.

Capt. Johnson points out that there are both 
transient and destination locations in Florida 
that could be afected by changes in legislation.

 Transient locations attract boaters who anchor 
for short periods, including locals out for a week-
end or cruisers on their way north or south on 
the Atlantic or Gulf ICW. hey are also used by 
cruisers as staging areas while awaiting a favor-
able weather window for the hop to the Bahamas. 

Destination locations attract longer-term 
cruisers who—much like other snowbirds who 
travel by air and road from points north—spend 
weeks or months in Florida. Popular destina-
tions include St. Augustine, Punta Gorda, and 
a number of historic anchorages between Ft. 
Lauderdale and Key West. 

Kim Russo, Director of the America’s Great 
Loop Cruisers’ Association (AGLCA), gives 
credit to Capt. Johnson’s leadership in the efec-
tive coordination of SSCA, AGLCA, BoatUS, 
MTOA, and the National Marine Manufacturers 
Association (NMMA) in successfully holding of 
2015 legislative eforts to limit anchoring in Flor-
ida. he same group of organizations is working 
together this year to protect boaters’ rights in 
Florida. he state is a bellwether for boating is-
sues, and problems arising there will likely afect 
other anchoring issues in other states. s

Dave Skolnick currently operates Auspicious-

Works in Annapolis, Maryland providing communi-

cations services and yacht management

Ground Tackle Zero
Anchoring rights in Florida are under threat again by Dave Skolnick 

For up-to-date information, visit ssca.org and 

the weekly newsletter of the Waterway Guide 

(waterwayguide.com/cruisers-weekly-

update). If you’d like to contribute your time 

or make a donation, see the links at the SSCA 

home page for the joint lobbying fund and the 

Maritime Heritage Freedom PAC organized by 

SSCA, AGLCA and MTOA

Anchoring in Florida 
might become a more 

complicated issue
Middle River

Sunset Lake

Crab Island
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UNDER SAIL

CRUISING

A 
few years back I made the decision to 
ditch my pressure-cooker job in favor of 
a midlife sailing hiatus. I went searching 

for my loating getaway machine, and given my 
modest economic status at the time, one name 
kept popping up: Catalina. “hey sail well, 
and you get a lot of boat for your money,” the 
avuncular salesman kept repeating. “And,” he 
added with a wry smile, “they’re very forgiving.” 
Fourteen years and 30,000 miles later, I couldn’t 
agree with him more.

 On the second day of a frantic search we 
found a 1992 C34 in a canal behind the house 
of an airline pilot in Punta Gorda, Florida, 
who wanted to buy a trawler. I liked what I 
saw: a long waterline, large sail area and lines 
leading at for good singlehanding capabil-
ity. Down below she had a roomy saloon and 
galley, and a comfortable V-berth—perfect for 
what I had in mind.

 Bam! I signed the papers, cast of the lines 
and discovered that there’s a big diference 
between sailing a Hobie 16 and sailing a large 
keelboat. I remember well the knots in my 
stomach every time we let the dock and my 
frustrating attempts to avoid solid objects. How 
in the world, I wondered, was I ever going to 
manage such a huge boat?

 he answer, of course, was lots of practice. 
Together with my girlfriend, Kanako, I 
christened her Ukiyo, Japanese for “the 
loating world.” And indeed, she was just 
that for the next two years, as Kanako and I 
were married on the foredeck and underway 
the same day. To my delight, Kanako quickly 
picked up the basics and stood her watches as 
we traveled through the Florida Keys and up 
the East Coast to the Chesapeake, anchoring 
and dodging hurricanes as we went. Before 
long it wasn’t just the two of us—along came 
two additional small crewmembers, and 
suddenly the boat wasn’t so huge anymore.

 he C34 is a stif vessel that sails and tacks 
well in all but the worst conditions. It feels great 
being at the helm when the wind is blowing 
hard and my family is down below, happily 

playing games in the saloon as I singlehand 
her on the ocean. And with Ukiyo’s shoal-drat 
wing keel, almost any part of the St. Johns River 
or the ICW is open to our excursions.

 he wheel is easily accessible at the end of 
a huge walk-through-transom cockpit with a 
settee that’s perfect for evening sundowners, 
and the at swing-down ladder makes for easy 
swimming. Most owners opt to install a full bi-
mini, to which we added a 100-watt solar panel 
to top of the four golf cart batteries that serve 
as the house bank.

 Quick deployment and retrieval of the 
tender is a must for most cruisers. From upside 
down on the foredeck to loating and ready to 
row is usually less than ive minutes: just tie on 
the painter, give ‘er a heave over the lifelines, 
and of you go.

 he ultra-reliable Universal M35 diesel is 
at 2,600 hours and counting; I found my basic 
mechanical skills were suicient to perform all 
but the most diicult Nigel Calder-type main-
tenance and repairs, and there is easy access to 
the engine, stuing box and bilge.

 On the foredeck the Maxwell “back saver” 
windlass has faithfully retrieved the 35lb 
plow, and we carry a 120 percent roller furling 

genoa. Belowdecks the saloon is surprisingly 
roomy, with a full galley to starboard, head 
and shower to port, and private cabins fore 
and at. he settee will seat six, and drops 
down to create a double bunk.

 My only complaints with our loating world 
are that it’s slow under power and the rope 
anchor rode tends to wrap around the keel in a 
narrow tidal stream, but I’m sure converting to 
all chain would solve that conundrum.

 Every used boat buyer must consider 
the continuity of a line: it afects everything 
from parts, to service, to resale. Many 
manufacturers have gone by the wayside over 
the years, but with 75,000 boats produced 
since its inception in 1969 and 21 models 
under production, it’s clear the Catalina brand 
will be around for the foreseeable future. And 
when it’s time to ix or replace parts, a very 
active online owners association has been 
there to help me through the process.

 So the kids keep growing, and we keep sail-
ing: me and my boat. s 

Robert Beringer’s first ebook, Water Power!, a 

collection of marine short stories, is available at 

barnesandnoble.com

by Robert Beringer

People & Boats

Hooked on a 

Catalina 34

The author’s Catalina 34 at anchor (top); Ukiyo underway (left); the author and his crew (right)



   WHERE ARE YOU

     GOING?
No matter the destination, North Sails representatives can help set 

your course to a better sailing experience with a fast, well-designed, 

well-made and long-lasting sail. It’s why more cruising sailors trust 

North than any other sailmaker in the world. 

Learn more at northsails.com
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GET INTO THE WATCHKEEPER’S HEAD 
Approaching the bows of a big ship like this it isn’t hard for us to deter-
mine whether or not a collision risk exists. It may well be that a small 
course alteration on our part will deal with it. h e trouble is, while we 
may be able to see the ship’s bearing slowly changing and be coni dent 
that, if all else fails, we can make a major alteration late on, the watch 
oi  cer can’t read our minds. He’s standing up there thinking, “What’s this 
yacht up to?” To set his mind at rest, it’s far better to make a major altera-
tion—perhaps show him the other side of our bow—so that he’s let  in no 
doubt. It’s kinder, and it’s safer in the end as well. 

COIL WITH THE SUN
Many modern braidlines can be coiled in either direction, but three-
strand rope only goes one way, as it has always done. Try forcing it 
against its will and a long line will soon look like a snake’s wedding. h is 
is caused by the way the rope is laid up and sailors used to call i ghting 
it “coiling against the sun,” because, if you think about it, the sun moves 
clockwise—unless you’re in Australia of course. Even there, ropes coil 
with your wristwatch and not the other way. s  

Cruising Tips 
with Tom Cunliffe

Don’t be subtle when 
avoiding commercial traffi c

There really is a right 

and a wrong way to 

coil three-strand line



G
enerally speaking, the Caribbean is a 
safe place to sail—petty thet  is not un-
common, and you only have yourself to 

blame if you don’t lock your dinghy, outboard 
and gas tank together when ashore—but some-
times worse things happen. Over Christmas 
week last year, two cruising boats were boarded 
by pirates in the Leeward islands.

Both boardings took place between Grenada 
and Trinidad. 

On December 27, an 80t  yacht bound for 
Grenada was approached by a i shing pirogue 
with i ve men aboard, one of whom pointed an 
“assault ril e” at the crew. h e men ransacked 
the boat, taking passports, wallets, electron-
ics, clothes and anything else they could i t 
into their bags. No shots were i red, and the 
sailboat’s three crew were unhurt.

Two days later, a 32t  sloop en route to 
Grenada was approached by a similar boat, this 
time with six men aboard. h ey pointed guns 
at the three crew and stole money, passports, 
clothes, computers, phones and electronics 
before heading of  toward Venezuela. In both 
cases, the attackers spoke Spanish.

No one was hurt in either incident, perhaps 
because the crews did not attempt to resist the 
armed attackers. However, oil platforms in the 
vicinity have also been attacked by pirates and 
some crew were beaten up. 

Such on-the-water attacks are rare in the 
Caribbean, though there have been various 
incidents of anchored boats being boarded 
and ril ed, sometimes with their crews injured 
too. In Belize in January, an anchored boat was 
boarded and pillaged, and a female crew was 
sexually assaulted. 

h e Caribbean Safety and Security Net 
(safetyandsecuritynet.com) maintains a list of 
all reported incidents, and has some excellent 
suggestions on how to mitigate the risk of 
being attacked and robbed.—PN s  
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The next day I saw my i rst tide rip. In a moment—out of 
nowhere—the sea became an acreage of numberless cone-shaped 
bouncing wavelets. It rose and fell in an endless dance, licking at 
the sky with unnumbered i ngers. I sat looking at something I had 
never seen before. It was amazing to see the uncanny epilepsy. 
It actually jumped aboard, but ran harmlessly out of the self-
bailing cockpit. Under the keel two contrary currents had met; and 
redhead and blonde were tearing out each other’s hair.

—John Caldwell, Desperate Voyage

Pirates of the 

Caribbean

Even in the peaceful 
Caribbean, you need 
to take precautions 
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UK’s Tod Patton bought a J/88 and Key West Race Week  

was his i rst regatta. “I believed Tape-Drive sails would be 

competitive on boats under 40’, and I was right!”

Patton’s Tape-Drive sails had never been set and there 

was no time to practice; yet they were always on pace 

and were more than competitive against veteran teams 

using grand prix sails. Patton i nished tied for second.

UK’s Tape-Drive and new X-Drive 

sails deliver leading edge performance 

without bleeding edge prices. Call UK 

Sailmakers today.

LEADING EDGE, 
NOT BLEEDING EDGE
TAPE-DRIVE

® AND X-DRIVE
® SAILS

www.UKSailmakers.com

Buy With Coni dence

Sail With Coni dence
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I
n January, US Sailing Team Sperry took 
a big step toward what it hopes will be a 
successful 2016 Olympic regatta in Rio de 

Janeiro by winning gold and bronze at the Sail-
ing World Cup Miami regatta. It posted strong 
results in a number of other classes as well. 

Winning gold were 470 sailors Stuart 
McNay and David Hughes, who scored a 
come-from-behind victory winning the i nal 
medal race of the regatta. Winning bronze was 
Charlie Roseni eld in the singlehanded 2.4mR 
Paralympic class.

Other strong i nishers included Zach Railey 
and Caleb Paine, who i nished 5th and 6th re-
spectively in the Finn class, and Sydney Bolger 
and Carly Shevitz, who took 5th in the women’s 
470 class. Laser Radial veteran Paige Railey also 
sailed better than her 7th-place i nish indicates, 
taking i rst in the i nal medal race. 

At press time team members were in the 
process of competing for spots on the i nal 
Olympic squad, which is being decided based 
on each competitor’s results in two major regat-

tas, including the Miami regatta and the Trofeo 
SAR Princess Soi a in Spain, for the Laser and 
RS:X classes, and various European and world 
championships for the others. 

According to US Sailing Team Sperry man-
aging director Josh Adams, the team is also 
implementing the i nal stages of a long-term 
plan that was put in place at er he took over in 
the wake of the 2012 Olympics in Weymouth, 
England, where U.S. Olympic sailors failed 
to win a single medal. (Although Paralympic 
sailors Jen French and J.P. Creignou did win a 
silver in the SKUD-18 class.)

Central to this strategy, Adams says, is 
maximizing the time the team spends on Rio’s 
Guanabara Bay by taking advantage of its base 
at the Club Naval Charitas, which includes a 
ready-to-race l eet comprised of the entire ros-
ter of Olympic-class boats. According to Adams, 
the facility has served as an integral part of the 
team’s training program ever since it set up shop 
there in 2013 and is fully scheduled/booked 
right through to the Games themselves. 

Adams says the team is also polishing the 
third version of its Guanabara “playbook,” a 
detailed accounting of the area’s complex cur-
rents and winds. “h ere’s a very active tide on 
Guanabara Bay,” Adams says. “It’s a very large 
body of water that pushes a lot of water through 
a very small opening…. Our athletes need to 
learn every pattern and stage of the cycle.”

As for his expectations regarding the regatta 
itself, Adam says, “We’ll count medals at the 

end of the Games.” However, he adds that he’s 
“continuing to see the team improve [and] we 
feel good about the track we’re on.” For the lat-
est on how US Sailing Team Sperry is faring, go 
to ussailing.org/olympics. 
SAIL magazine will also be publishing a 

comprehensive preview guide to the Olympic 
sailing regatta in its August issue. s

Helmsman Stuart McNay and crew 
David Hughes  show the rest of the 

470 fl eet the way downwind

Sailing World Cup Miami
U.S Team entering the Olympic homestretch by Adam Cort

Charlie Rosenfi eld at 
the helm of his 2.4mR 

SAILING CLASSES 

IN THE 2016 GAMES

OLYMPIC CLASSES

470—Men’s and women’s doublehanded 

dinghy

49er—Men’s performance skiff

49erFX—Women’s performance skiff

Finn—Men’s heavyweight dinghy

Laser—Men’s singlehanded dinghy

Laser Radial—Women’s singlehanded 

dinghy

Nacra 17—Mixed doublehanded multihull

RS:X—Men’s and women’s windsurfer

PARALYMPIC CLASSES

2.4mR—Singlehanded keelboat

SKUD 18—Doublehanded keelboat

Sonar—Three-person keelboat



westmarine.com

Plus more than 260 stores nationwide
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T
wo sailors at very dif erent stages in their 
careers came away with the 2015 Rolex 
Yachtsman and Yachtswoman of the Year 

awards, with the men’s award going to veteran 
keelboat racer Steve Benjamin and the women’s 
award going to dinghy champion Annie Haeger. 

Benjamin, who was a college sailor of the 
year at Yale in 1978, received the nod for a 

combination of success in both the hyper-
competitive Etchells class, in which he won the 
North American championships, and aboard his 
cutting-edge Carkeek 40, Spookie, which swept 
every of shore race in 2015 that it entered. 

“h is award goes to all the great sailors and 
crew I’ve had the opportunity to race with this 
year,” Benjamin said. “I had some incredible 

team members to 
help me every step 
of the way.”

Haeger, who 
is currently 

campaigning along with 
crew Briana Provancha 
for a chance at gold in the 
2016 Olympics (and who 
was also a college sailor of 
the year in 2011) received 
the award in recognition 
of her success in the 470 
class, which included a 

i rst place at the Olympic Test Event in Rio and 
a third at the European championship regatta.

“In winning this award, I’m not represent-
ing myself, but Team Haeger/Provancha as a 
whole,” Haeger said. “I am very blessed to have 
Briana in the front of my boat. I think she is the 
best crew in the United States.” For more on the 
awards, go to ussailing.org. 

2015 Rolex U.S. Sailors of the Year
Benjamin (in the white hat) 

at the helm of his Etchells 

Haeger at the 
helm of her 470  

MATT BOWSER

UNDER SAIL

CRUISING



L
ove it or hate it, there is one undeniably 
fun aspect to the 35th America’s Cup—
the way the Louis Vuitton America’s Cup 

World Series is being spread across the globe 
so that fans can get a close look at the action 
without having to hit the road. 

It also makes for some interesting histori-
cal notes: like the fact that later this year, Cup 
racing (of a sort) will take place of New York 
City for irst time since 1920 when the the New 
York Yacht Club’s Herreshof-designed Resolute 
defeated Sir homas Lipton’s Shamrock IV in 
the 13th Cup challenge. 

Back in the day, the waters of the Big Apple 
and Sandy Hook were ground zero for U.S. big-
boat racing, as East Coast millionaires would 
regularly challenge one another in high stakes 
racing aboard their various cutters and sloops. 
All that changed, however, when America’s Cup 
racing moved to Newport in 1930, where it 
remained until Australia won the Cup in 1983. 

he New York regatta, which is set for May 

7-8, is one of six events scheduled for 2016, in 
which the six current America’s Cup teams will 
race aboard full-foiling AC45 catamarans for 
points toward their seedings in the America’s 

Cup inals set for Bermuda in May of 2017.
A second U.S. World Series regatta is sched-

uled to take place June 10-12 in Chicago. For 
details, visit americascup.com. s

Cup Watch

A Return to NYC

America’s Cup 
racing has 
changed a lot 
since its original 
New York days
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www.FurunoUSA.com

multi touch displays

12.1" WXGA (1280 x 800 pixels)

15.6" FWXGA (1366 x 768 pixels)

RezBoostTM  

Built-in Fish Finder achieves a 4x-8x Sharper 

image than conventional sounders to spot 

individual fi sh, using narrowband transducers

Edge-Swipe gestures keep every com-

mand at your fi ngertips with a simple 

swipe from the edge of the screen

Utilizes raster & vector charts w/Sat Photos, 

including Free NOAA charts for the USA

UHD Radar, 4kW Domes to 25kW Arrays

56-channel GPS/WASS receiver  

Connect to iOSTM or AndroidTM apps, along with  

free weather data & upcoming Cloud Services

Scan QR code to get 

more information on 

NavNet TZtouch2

TOTAL CONTROL, SIMPLY REFINED



by Andre Joniec 

Illustration by 

Tadami Takahashi

A fouled dinghy painter 
leads to a close call

PAINTER
meets

PROP

EXPERIENCE

UNDER SAIL
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A
t the end of the third day of our Intermediate Coastal 
Skipper course in Canada’s Gulf Islands, the four of us—
three students and one instructor—anchored our Jean-

neau 35 charter boat in Clam Bay, a quiet spot between h etis 
and Penelakut islands. Snugging down for the night, we put a 
snubber on the anchor chain, put the sailcover on, scrubbed the 
deck and loosened the painter on the dinghy so that it could l oat 
freely away from the boat. As we’d done every other evening on 
the course, we reviewed the day and the skills we had covered. 
h e instructor stressed once again that the safety of the crew and 
boat was the skipper’s responsibility.

In the morning we listened to the weather forecast, consulted 
the charts and plotted our route to Ganges Harbour. h en we 
checked the engine l uids and battery charge. Soon we were ready 
to get underway. On deck, two of us went to the anchor to remove 
the snubber, and a third stayed at the helm. Calling back to the 
cockpit, we gave the signal to motor up to our anchor so we could 
raise the chain with minimal strain on the windlass. Suddenly the 
engine stalled and everything went quiet. h e helmsman raised 
his hands in the air and shrugged his shoulders. My heart sank as I 
felt the sudden pressure of being tested. What should we do next? 
At least we were still anchored, but what had we forgotten to do, 
what had we missed in our earlier checks? h e instructor looked 
at us for answers, and we couldn’t give him one.

We fed out more anchor chain to put us at our original scope 
and went back to the cockpit to troubleshoot the engine problem. 
Everything looked to be in order, so we tried to start the engine 
again. It i red up easily, and once again, two of us went to the 
foredeck to raise anchor and signaled for the helmsman to go for-
ward—and once again the motor sputtered and stalled. We went 
below and checked the oil, cooling system and batteries. Every-
thing looked i ne. 

Finally the instructor called down from the cockpit, asking us 
who had pulled in the dinghy painter before we got underway. We 
all looked at each other blankly, each thinking the other guy had 
checked it. Recalling the previous night’s lecture on taking respon-
sibility, we all hung our heads in shame.

Immediately, we started pulling on the painter, i rst on the end 
of the line that was attached to the cleat, then on the end attached 
to the dinghy. Nothing budged. Slowly shaking his head, the 
instructor said, “Either one of us goes for a swim, or I have to call 
for a dive boat.” It was a chilly morning, and it felt even colder 
with the cloudy sky that was not letting any sunshine through. We 
could feel the instructor’s disappointment and the embarrassment 
for him if he had to make that call back to the charter base.  

Being one of the younger guys on the crew, I volunteered to 
give it a try. h ere was no dive mask or knife on board—all I had 
was a pocket knife with a polished wooden handle that my dad 
had given me. It was a good knife, and it was sharp. I didn’t want 
to lose it, so I took the lanyard of  the handheld compass, tied one 
end to my wrist and the other to the knife. h en I tied the lazy end 
of the jib sheet to my waist with a bowline so that the guys on deck 
could pull me back if I fainted from the cold. 

At er that we took the key out of the ignition, the instructor 
put it in his pocket, and I jumped into the chilly 55 degree water 
where instantly I started hyperventilating, taking in only shal-

low breaths. I treaded water at the surface, trying to acclimatize 
a little, then took a few breaths and dove down to the prop. As 
soon as I put my face underwater I could see the line going to 
the propeller. At er another couple of breaths at the surface and 
a dive to the prop, I got right to it. I i rst tried to unwrap the line, 
but it was wound too tightly between the prop and the cutless 
bearing. Needing another breath of air, I moved back toward the 
surface only to i rst have 
the knife pulled out of 
my hand and then feel 
my hand getting pulled 
back down. Looking 
over I could now see the 
lanyard had snagged on 
the prop. I tugged on it 
as hard as I could, feeling 
the line cut into my wrist. 

Instantly, I panicked 
and began struggling 
toward the surface, 
repeatedly tugging on 
the lanyard hoping it 
would break. I stretched 
my arm out as far as I 
could, and with my cheek 
pressed against the hull, 
I was just able to get 
my lips to the surface 
and take a quick breath. 
Diving down again, I 
now realized the loop of 
the lanyard had taken a 
turn around one of the 
propeller blades, so I l ipped the knife back over the line, which 
also loosened it enough for me to pull it free.

At er that I swam to the surface as fast as I could, thrashing 
around and gasping for air. It was obvious that I was in dis-
tress, and my crewmates pulled me onto the swim platform and 
wrapped me in towels as I shivered uncontrollably.

A few minutes lated I calmed down enough to tell the others 
what had happened. h e instructor, obviously concerned, said he 
would call for a diver, but I told him I wanted to give it one more 
try—I now knew what to do. First, I untied the lanyard from my 
wrist and the jib sheet from my waist. h en I plunged into the 
frigid water once more and followed the painter from the din-
ghy to the propeller with the knife in my hand. At er a few rapid 
strokes of the blade, I could feel it bite into metal. At er a couple of 
more breaths, I was able to unwrap the line from the shat .  

Finally, I swam back to the boat and the crew pulled me onto 
the swim platform, where they had dry towels at the ready and a 
pot of water boiling for tea. I stripped out of my shorts, dried of  
quickly, and slipped into my sleeping bag to warm up. s

Andre Joniec is a sailor currently landlocked on the Alberta prairies. He 

loves exploring the waters anywhere along North America’s west coast 

and takes every opportunity he can get to be on the water.

WHAT WE DID WRONG
We didn’t do a proper walk around 

the boat, fully checking everything 

was ready before we got underway.

Tying anything to yourself 

underwater is a bad idea, and so is 

being near loose lines underwater.

We did not have a mask or a sharp 

knife on board. A wetsuit would have 

been useful too.

WHAT WE DID RIGHT
We assessed our options of 

swimming or waiting for a diver, 

and took the calculated risk of 

attempting the swim fi rst.  

We removed the key from the 

ignition before going near the prop.  

The crew recognized and treated 

mild hypothermia.

We worked well together as a crew 

and had a great learning experience.

Got a good story to share? Send it to 
sailmail@sailmagazine.com
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A
s if there was any doubt, January’s Boot Düsseldorf show once 
again lived up to its billing as the world’s top boat and watersports 
show. A quarter of a million boat nuts l ocked to the massive exhi-

bition center on the banks of the Rhine for the nine-day event. Although 
this show caters to just about anything you can do on, in or under water—
from i shing to wakeboarding, suri ng, canoeing, kayaking, scuba diving, 
kiteboarding or paddleboarding—you’ll no doubt be happy to know that, 
unlike power-centric mixed shows Stateside, it’s sailing and sailboats that 
draw the biggest crowds. Hence, this is now the prime venue for boat-
builders to introduce their new models. 

As always, there was no shortage of new product for boat ai cionados to 
feast their eyes upon. Bavaria unveiled—literally, the boat was enveloped 
in a white shroud—its new Cruiser 34, which features the now obligatory 
twin wheels along with a three-cabin layout that looks ideal for coastal 
cruising with a young family. 

Dehler introduced a pretty new 42-footer, a fast sport cruiser that 
looks just as sharp as the 38 and 46 that preceded it. No hull chines or 
twin rudders for the Dehler 42—designers Judel/Vrolijk are sticking 
with the tried and tested deep i n, deep spade rudder and balanced hull 
combination they’ve been rei ning for so many years. 

h e Europeans do this kind of boat really well, and there were several 
other debutantes of the sport cruiser ilk. Sirena Marine showed its new 
Azuree 33C, a colorfully decorated boat that shows lots of original think-
ing. Various elements of the interior can be unbolted and removed at will 
to optimize accommodations for cruising or racing. 

Italia Yachts brought two new boats, both featuring the clean styling 

and i rst-rate build quality this 
relatively new brand has become 
known for. h e 42t  Italia 12.98, a 
nicely laid-out cruiser that would 
take one or two couples along the 
coast or around the cans in great 
style, and the 9.98, a i nely honed 
sportster that benei ts from the 
latest thinking in deck layout and 
sail handling gear.

At the opposite end of the hall, 
the classy new Solaris 47 sat 
alongside its two bigger sisters, 
minus keels and rigs, in an artsy 
display that showed of  these boats’ 
immaculate moldings and keen 
styling. With a self-tacking jib and 
all sail control lines led at  to the 
helm, it’s designed to be easily handled by a couple while still providing a 
rewarding platform for a race crew. 

h e queen of the sports cruisers, though, was the new Swan 60S. Al-
though it shares a hull with the 60FD, which has been around a for a few 
years, everything else is new, from the rig and deck plan to the accom-
modations. It’s a design in which the scale has tilted from out-and-out 
performance to a more accessible cruising layout that harks back to older 
Swans, but in a thoroughly modern package. 

Düsseldorf

Boot Camp
A walk around the world’s biggest boat show by Peter Nielsen

Bavaria Cruiser 34

Azuree 33

CONTACTS 

Astus astusboats.com

Azuree azuree.com

Bavaria Yachts bavariayachts.com

Beneteau beneteau.com

Dehler Yachts dehler.com

Delphia Yachts delphiayachts.com

Dragonfly Boat dragonfly.dk

ePoH epoh.eu

Fountaine Pajot fountaine-pajot.com

Garcia Yachting garcia-yachting.com

Italia Yachts italiayachts.it

Lagoon Catamarans cata-lagoon.com

LA Yacht la-yacht.de

Nautor’s Swan nautorswan.com

Solaris Yachts solarisyachts.com

Wauquiez wauquiez.com

Italia 9.98



Jeanneau Yachts  54  57  64

410.280.9400  info@jeanneau.com  www.jeanneau.com

The Jeanneau Yachts 54 is a luxury sailing yacht that sets a new standard for comfort and  

performance, with a remarkable level of innovation. Every attention has been given to each space and purpose. 

Her interior design by Andrew Winch is a brilliant rendition of form following function: elegance in action.
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In terms of hardcore cruising 
boats, one of the standouts was the 
Garcia Exploration 52, a bigger ver-
sion of the twin-rudder, swing-keel 
aluminum workhorse aboard which 
Jimmy Cornell transitted the North-
west Passage in 2015. If you want to 
go high-latitude sailing in comfort 
and maybe break some ice, this boat 
is for you. If not, perhaps the Delphia 
46DS would work. It’s a capacious 
long-distance cruiser, well decked 
out for the long haul, with a choice of 
keel coni gurations to suit just about 
every sailing style.

Like so many boatbuilders, 
Wauquiez had a i nancial day of 
reckoning a few years ago, but 
emerged from its crisis in good shape. 
h e new Wauquiez Pilot Saloon 48 
of ers her crew a panoramic view 
out of the deckhouse and luxurious 
accommodations to go with it. 
Beneteau had the new Oceanis 41.1 
on display and going by the lines to 
get on board this should be another 
strong model for them.

h e logistical dii  culties of 
transporting big multihulls means 
there simply are not as many of these 
on display as the strength of the 
market would indicate. However, to 
commemorate its 40th anniversary 
Fountaine Pajot brought along its new Lucia 40, a roomy, handsome boat from the 
Berret/Racoupeau team. Lagoon, not to be let  behind, showed its replacement for the 
long-lived 420, the Lagoon 42, which shares the high-aspect mainsail/self-tacking genoa 
of the bigger VPLP designs in the range. 

Danish trimaran builder Quorning had a strong display, including the revamped 
Dragonl y 28 Sport, which now has a wave-piercing l oat design for added buoyancy 
at speed. Another new arrival was the Astus 16.5, a small trailerable tri that looks just 
the thing for a breezy Saturday at ernoon.

As always at Düsseldorf, the real fun is in prowling the darker recesses of the halls to 
see what inventive smaller builders have come up with. To my mind the star of the show 
was the exquisite LA28 daysailer, whose lovely cold-molded contours were clad in khaya 
mahogany. h e daysailer craze seems to have died down in the United States, but it’s 
thriving in Europe.

I was tickled by the ePoH, a high-powered skif  for the mere mortals among us—it has 
“training wheels,” ski-shaped l oats attached to the hiking rails that hit the water if things 
get squirrely and prevent the boat from pitchpoling. Less time in the water, more time on 
it—sounds fair.

Düsseldorf is also the place to spot new trends in boatbuilding and design. h is year’s 
takeaways: yet more emphasis on concealing lines belowdeck, and more “snouts”—long 
anchor platforms that double as tack points for A-sails, ot en covered by a i berglass 
molding. Faux-teak decking is being used on more and more boats, and ash and oak in-
terior trim is in, as are lit ing keels, perhaps because crowded mooring i elds are driving 
boats closer to shore. s

LA 28

Lucia 40

Swan 60S
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L
eave it to Catana to come up with something new. h is time, it’s 
a production 43t  catamaran that bears little resemblance to the 
company’s racy voyagers. h ey call the new boat the Bali 4.3, and 

it includes a host of unique features that had attendees lining up on the 
dock at last year’s Annapolis boat show.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

h e Bali 4.3 is all about maximizing space both topsides and belowdecks. 
However, to retain performance, the designer made the hulls l are to dis-
tinct chines just above the waterline, so that the underwater sections would 
remain narrow and ei  cient. h is also ensures plenty of reserve buoyancy, 
an important feature in a boat with a solid foredeck like this one.

I liked the powerplant installation. h e twin Kubota diesels are mated 
to saildrives at their forward ends, providing excellent engine main-
tenance access. I could actually step down into the compartment and 
reach every surface of the engine—mechanics rejoice! Our test boat had 
a genset on a shelf in the starboard hull and was scheduled to receive a 
large watermaker in the same space to port.

Catana has a history of quality construction. And while the Bali line does 

not employ the carbon i ber reinforcement, lightweight laminate bulk-
heads, daggerboards and other performance enhancers that the company’s 
semi-custom boats are known for (in the interest of keeping costs down) 
it is still very well built. h e hulls have balsa cores above the waterline and 
incorporate gray-water holding tanks in their stub keels, an interesting so-
lution for discharge-restrictive waterways. h e hulls and superstructure are 
constructed using vacuum infusion to ensure a lightweight but stif  layup. 

Catana’s new facility in La Rochelle, France, is the source of the builder’s 
smaller vessels, including the Bali 4.3. h e roads there limit what can be 
transported from the factory to a launch site, so any and all boats larger 
than this one continue to come from the facility at Canet-en-Roussillon. I 
mention this dif erence because our test boat, an early production model, 
experienced some birthing issues. More about that later.

ON DECK

h e mast is stepped at the 40 percent station, giving space for a large, 
self-tacking Solent jib. Putting a l ybridge on a boat this size necessi-
tates a high boom and small mainsail, so the jib is a signii cant source 
of power when under sail. 

Bali 4.3
A groundbreaking combination of performance and space by Tom Dove

SPACIOUS 

COCKPIT 

LAYOUT 

SMOOTH 

RIDING 

CHINED 

HULLS

WINNER

2016
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DESIGNER Olivier Poncin, Xavier Fay, Hervé Couedel
BUILDER Catana Group
U.S. DISTRIBUTOR Dream Yacht Sales, 
dreamyachtchartersales.com, 866-469-0912
PRICE $ 490,000 (sailaway)

Bali 4.3

SPECIFICATIONS

LOA 43ft  LWL 41ft 5in  
BEAM 23ft 4in  DRAFT 3ft 9in
DISPLACEMENT 22,600lb  
SAIL AREA  962ft²  (main & Solent)
AIR DRAFT  62ft 
FUEL/WATER (GAL) 211/211
ENGINE 2 x 40hp Kubota
SA/D RATIO 19  D/L RATIO 142

What do these ratios mean? Visit sailmagazine.com/ratios

h e thing that makes sailors stop and stare at the 
Bali 4.3 is the main deck layout. Simply put, it’s a huge 
entertainment platform with an openness not found on 
other boats this size. Central to this concept is the “garage 
door,” a removable bulkhead enclosing the at  end of the 
saloon that rises electrically into the overhead to create a 
huge open space for fair weather and entertaining. If the 
weather deteriorates or you want more privacy and secu-
rity, simply press a button and lower the bulkhead. h ere 
are still windows and a door in the bulkhead, but you now 
have a boat with an enclosed pilothouse. Pretty slick.

A slot molded into the cabintop serve as a grab rail, so 
moving along the side decks feels secure. h at said, the 
boat really needs an additional rail between the forward 
end of the cabin top and the foredeck party pit.

Take a few steps up either side from the at erdeck, and 
you are on a pleasant l ybridge. All the sailing controls 
are here, along with a comfortable helm seat, another 
sunbathing lounge and l ush-mounted solar panels. 

ACCOMMODATIONS
h e three-cabin version we sailed includes plenty of privacy and accom-
modations for the owners in the port hull that reminded me of a compact 
urban apartment. h e two guest cabins in the starboard hull are very 
pleasant as well, with dimensions more typical of a boat this size. h ere’s 
also a four-cabin charter version. 

h e apartment theme, which Catana calls “Lot  Mode,” continues on 
the main deck, where there’s an unusual division of the galley space, 
with the cooktop and sink forward, and the household-size fridge and 
microwave to starboard and at . However, counter space abounds in 
both areas and the layout works. For entertaining, in particular, the 
layout makes sense, as the serious cooking is separated from where you 
prepare drinks. 

h e forward end of the saloon is all windows, and the big central pane 
lowers and rises on pneumatic lit s in the bulkhead. h is, in turn, makes it 
easy to pass out refreshments to the loungers in the foredeck cockpit.

However, while these huge expanses of glass provide excellent visibility 
and a sense of space, I fear they would be a liability in an of shore storm 
unless shutters were i tted over them. With that in mind, I see this as a 
coastal cruiser, not a voyager. Exploring areas like the U.S. East Coast, the 
Bahamas and the Caribbean, it should be delightful.

UNDER SAIL
We set the main and unrolled the asymmetric reaching headsail in a true 
wind of 6 to 7 knots and were rewarded with a boat speed just over 5 
knots, quite a respectable performance. 

Unfortunately, the steering felt springy and imprecise, and became all 
the more dii  cult sailing to windward, not from a design problem but 
as the result of some kind of an installation issue. Under load there were 
even times when the steering system bound up to a point where I was 
unable to hold an accurate course. 

Also, the Solent jib needed a pennant at its tack to make it set properly, 
so that we could not point as well as we should into the wind, and the 
jib sheet winches were installed incorrectly and therefore dii  cult to use. 
Again, these were all installation problems that should be straightforward 
to i x. However, they did preclude a truly accurate assessment of the 
boat’s sailing ability that day. With these glitches smoothed out, I expect 
the Bali 4.3 to be a nice sailing boat.

UNDER POWER
We motored out of Annapolis at better than 8 knots with the engines 
turning at 2,500rpm, which gave us a sound level of 75 dBA in the sa-
loon. h e engine and prop combination is obviously ample for the boat.

In close quarters, the Bali 4.3 will not embarrass the skipper. It is more 
responsive than most cats this size, with a turning circle under one boat-
length, and easily pirouettes with dif erential power from the engines and 
unusually good rudder control in reverse.

CONCLUSION
h e Bali 4.3 is a thoroughly unique vessel with a breakthrough concept in 
living accommodations. Catana has my curiosity piqued to see what this 
builder comes up with next. s

With the “garage door” raised, 
there’s little left to separate 

the cockpit and saloon 
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DINGHY GARAGE 

UNDER COCKPIT

RETRACTABLE 

ANCHOR ROLLER 

TIGHT SHEETING ANGLES 

Euphoria 54
A luxury cruiser that looks beautiful and sails like a dream by Adam Cort

I
n an ot en all-too-underwhelming world, there’s nothing like having 
your expectations exceeded, as mine were when I i rst saw the new 
Euphoria 54—and that was before we’d even had a chance to go sail-

ing. When it came time to take the boat out for a spin, my expectations 
were nothing less than blown away.  

CONSTRUCTION

Founded in 2006 in cooperation with Italy’s famed luxury-yacht builder 
Azimut-Benetti Group, Sirena Marine has plenty of boatbuilding know-
how in its DNA, and it shows in the Euphoria 54’s build quality. 

h e hull and deck are infused in vinylester with foam coring above 
the waterline and a series of carbon stringers for stif ness. Two dif erent 
T-keels, both with iron i ns and lead ballast bulbs, are available—one, a 
high-aspect i n drawing 10t , another a medium-aspect blade drawing 8t  
for more shoal waters. 

h e topsides are slightly beveled from bow to stern a few inches below 
the hull-deck joint, and there are subtle chines at . h e boat carries just a 
hint of sheer, which does a great job of tying together the plumb bow and 
reverse transom—no surprise given the fact it was drawn by famed naval 
architect German Frers.

h e single rudder is crat ed in carbon i ber and controlled via twin-
wheel JP3 steering. h e standard rig is built around a Seldén aluminum 
mast, but our test boat carried a wonderfully executed carbon mast and 
boom from Hall Spars supported by discontinuous rod rigging.

ON DECK

h ough billed as a luxury performance cruiser, the Euphoria 54 sure 
looked to me like a fun boat to race. h e helm positions, which include 
storage under each seat, include foot chocks for support and af ord a 

clear view over the low, curvaceous cabintrunk of the blade jib. h e pri-
maries are well positioned for grinding (not that any grinding is actually 
necessary, the winches being Harken electrics) and there’s a i xed attach-
ment point for an A-sail on the stem immediately forward of the boat’s 
belowdeck Reckmann furler. (An aggressive i xed sprit is also available.) 
A Navtec hydraulic backstay adjuster comes standard, and the adjustable 
Harken headsail jib leads lie close alongside the cabintrunk to either side 
of the mast, providing nice tight sheeting angles.

Not that the boat doesn’t also do a i ne job of addressing the creature-
comfort needs of its passengers. 

At , the transom not only drops down to produce an enormous 
swim platform, but it reveals an expansive dinghy garage that will serve 
equally well for storing water toys and other nautical paraphernalia. In 
a nice touch, this space can also be accessed through a large hatch in the 
cockpit sole between the helms. h e rest of the cockpit includes a pair of 
long benches that stretch from the helms to the cabintrunk. h e benches 
include nicely beveled backs and have a foldout dinette in between. 
Nothing fancy here, just plenty of space to relax in. 

Forward, l ush Lewmar hatches and substantial stainless steel hand-
rails punctuate a vast expanse of teak encasing both the cabintrunk and 
side decks. In the case of the Euphoria 54, this teak is standard—not 
an option—and the overall ef ect is drop-dead gorgeous. All lines run 
belowdecks for a very clean look.

h e foredeck includes a spacious sail locker, complete with access lad-
der, and the anchor is deployed via a nit y retractable stainless/bowsprit 
roller, making for an uncluttered bow under sail.

ACCOMMODATIONS

h e accommodation plan is straightforward, with an owner’s stateroom 
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For video of the Euphoria 54 
visit sailmagazine.com/video
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in the bow and paired quarterberths at  of the compan-
ionway, each with its own shower/head. h e overall look 
is dei nitely Euro-chic, with clean lines and the joinery 
done in a very light “lime-washed oak,” all extremely 
well executed. h ere’s the option of a crew cabin in place 
of the sail locker in the bow.

h e owner’s stateroom is one of the best I’ve seen 
aboard a boat with this LOA. With great side access 
on either side of the double berth, plenty of stowage 
space, a nice little work desk to starboard and a fun little 
lounging space snugged up against the hull window to 
port, this is a stateroom that makes for one heck of a 
space to relax in.

Amidships, what struck me was the nav station. It’s 
huge! And while some might see this as wasted space, 
I’m one of those who believe a nav station is not just a 
great place for getting some work done, but for hanging 
out as well, especially on passage. h e standard naviga-
tion package is Raymarine. However, B&G electronics 
are also available.

If I have a complaint with the interior it’s in regard 
to the galley. Equipped with a pair of fridges and a GN 
Espace OceanChef oven and stove, it’s a i ne place for preparing meals, 
with a decent amount of counter space and nice, solid i ddles. However, 
it’s tight “C” coni guration means there’s no way to step to one side or the 
other of where you’ll be doing your cooking. As a result, if something hot 
spills while you’re in any kind of seaway, you’re stuck in the line of i re. 
Best to wear your foul weather bibs if things ever get rough.  

UNDER SAIL
h e 2015 fall boat show season was a good one for boat tests, and our 
sail trial of the Euphoria 54 in 9 to 12 knots of wind on Narragansett Bay 
was no exception. One of the great things about modern yacht design is 
the way the right combination of proportions and materials can result in 
a larger boat that feels solid yet nimble all at the same time—something 
the Euphoria 54 achieves masterfully. 

Hoisting our test boat’s North Sails main and unrolling the headsail, 
we immediately hardened up onto a beat. Once there, the boat acceler-

ated smoothly, dug in her shoulder and started powering forward like it 
was on a set of silky smooth rails, sailing a steady 8 knots in 10 knots of 
true wind. 

Coming about the boat stayed fully powered up, tacking through 85 
degrees, without even thinking of hesitating as the bow passed through 
stays. Granted, we didn’t have to contend with much in terms of seas, 
but the boat is such that I’d be shocked if it were any tougher, even in the 
worst chop. h e Euphoria 54’s deep high-aspect rudder has all the power 
you could ever want for throwing the boat around, whether it’s tacking, 
gybing or suri ng waves with the A-sail up. 

Even more impressive was how solid the boat felt underway, calmly 
and coni dently channeling the wind into VMG as it made its way 
through the water. h is is the kind of speed that will make your racing 
friends happy, even as it allows the lubbers aboard to remain at their ease. 
It still never ceases to amaze me how you can sail a modern well-found 
boat of this size literally with your i ngertips. 

UNDER POWER
Motoring our way out of Newport Harbor, the Euphoria 54’s 
75hp Volvo Penta engine and three-blade feathering Max Prop 
shoved us along at 4.1 knots, running at 1,000 rpm. Revving to 
2,000 rpm yielded 8.1 knots of boatspeed, and we hit 9.0 knots 
at 2,300 rpm. Backing down and slow-speed maneuvering was 
simplicity itself, even in a 12-knot crosswind. h e combination 
of that bigger rudder and the optional retracting bow-thruster 
makes it possible put the boat pretty much anywhere you want 
with absolute ease. 

CONCLUSION
While it’s not hard to create a 54-footer that looks impressive 
from the dock, creating one that looks even better up close and 
sails better still is a dif erent matter entirely. h e Euphoria 54 
does all this and more—a sharp looking boat that sails great and 
takes exceptional care of its crew by any measure. s

DESIGNER German Frers
BUILDER Sirena Marine, Istanbul, Turkey, 
euphoriayachts.com.tr
U.S. DISTRIBUTOR Berthon USA, 401-846-8404, 
berthonusa.com
PRICE $825,000 (sailaway); $1.2 million as tested

Euphoria 54

SPECIFICATIONS

LOA 54ft  LWL 48ft  
BEAM 15ft 1in  DRAFT 10ft (std); 8ft (shoal)
DISPLACEMENT 39,500lb
BALLAST 13,660lb
SAIL AREA  1,789ft²  AIR DRAFT 83ft 9in
FUEL/WATER (GAL) 105/145
ENGINE 75hp Volvo with saildrive
BALLAST RATIO 35%
SA/D RATIO 25  D/L RATIO 159

What do these ratios mean? Visit sailmagazine.com/ratios

Looking aft in the saloon toward 
the galley and nav station



      
Gear

by Christopher White

Back before I got into the magazine business I cleaned 
boats for a living, roaming the docks of Newport, 
Rhode Island, with various and sundry brushes, 
chamois, rags, polishes, waxes, soaps and the like. 
Over the many hours (and dollars) spent in the aisles 
of the local West Marine I found a few products that 
stood out, a few go-to bottles I’d grab to make a job 
quicker and more effective. Here is what I used to 
keep in my go-to cleaning kit.

Boat Cleaner’s Tool Kit

AMAZING ROLL-OFF
You’re always going to get a few 
spots on a boat that need a little 
extra attention in the cleaning 
department. I’ve used Roll-Off 
for a long time now to get out 
stains that just won’t budge 
after a normal washdown. Spray 
a bit on the stained area and, 
depending on how dirty it is, wait 
a little while before you hit it. 
Then scrub it down and give it 
a good rinse. This stuff is pretty 
heavy duty, so grab a gallon and 
throw it in the lazarette. You’ll be 
set for a year. (Unless birds really 
like your decks.) $11.99 (quart), 
$25.99 (gallon). Amazing Roll 
Off; westmarine.com

MAGIC BLING AND STARGLOW EXTREME POLISH
Anyone who has ever wandered the tents at a boat show looking at cleaning 
products and other marine goodies will recognize the purple bottle of Magic 
Bling. Silly name? You bet. Silly product? Not at all. I would use Magic Bling to 
clean windows and, in a pinch, shine up the metal as well. Already a great glass 
cleaner, when you combine it with the company’s new StarGlow Extreme polish, 
the one-two punch is what your stainless needs. StarGlow applies like your 
typical non-liquid polish; put it on a rag and rub it on your railing. I’d come away 
with so much black gunk on my rag you’d have thought I was taking off paint. The 
stuff works wonders and buffs out to a mirror shine. After you’ve polished, spray 
the Magic Bling on a rag and give the railing a once-over—not only will it improve 
that shine, but it forms a protective coating over the stainless that protects it 
from minor scratches and keeps your metal shining longer. $19.99-$24.99 for 
Magic Bling; $34.99 for StarGlow. Magic Bling and Starglow; magicbling.com
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ORPINE WASH & WAX
I’ve always sworn by OrPine Wash & 
Wax, a cleaner and wax mix. Buy a 
gallon jug and leave it in the lazarette 
for when you need it. I tend to mix a 
capful or two with a gallon of water. 
After I’ve scrubbed and hosed down 
the boat, I dry everything with a 
chamois and the boat glistens. People 
used to ask me if I’d waxed their boats. 
No, sir, just a wash. If you go with 
OrPine Wash & Wax don’t be surprised 
if someone on the docks asks you the 
same thing. $24.99 (quart), $74.99 
(gallon); OrPine; hmmarine.com

COLLINITE NO. 925 
FIBERGLASS BOAT WAX
For waxing the boat, I used 
Collinite No. 925, a staple in 
the boat-wax game. Shake the 
bottle well before you start and 
make sure not to use too much 
of the stuff. A 2ft-by-2ft area is 
a good one to work on. If you 
do your sailing in the north, 
probably one thorough waxing 
each season will be fi ne unless 
for some reason you really need 
another. If you’re sailing in the 
southern sun, two coats each 
year is recommended. Collinite 
No. 925 leaves a nice protective 
coat so it should hold up for 
a while, and it leaves a hell 
of a shine. $19.99. Collinite; 
collinite.com

PLEXUS PLASTIC CLEANER
Whenever you’re cleaning a boat 
with aging isinglass in the dodger 
windows, look to Plexus Plastic 
Cleaner. You use an easy spray-
on-wipe-off application method, 
and it not only cleans the plastic 
but polishes it as well. It also seals 
any pores to protect for longer 
periods than, say, Windex (which 
is really just for glass). Also, use 
a clean rag or a microfi ber cloth 
to wipe it off. Paper towels leave 
behind fi bers that will stick to the 
plastic and are a real pain to get off. 
Believe me. With general cleaning 
a can of Plexus should last you a 
season at least, depending on how 
much isinglass you have onboard 
and how sparkling-clean you like 
it. $34.99. Plexus Plastic Cleaner; 
plexusplasticcleaner.com

A FEW MORE 
NECESSITIES…
Make sure your boat 
locker has a Shurhold 
telescoping brush handle, 
and both soft and stiff 
wooden Shurhold brush 
heads. Yes, they’re 
expensive, but they work 
wonders and last a long 
time, so don’t skimp on 
some plastic knockoff 
you’ll have to replace 
midway through the 
season.

Grab a few of those 
Absorber synthetic 
chamois that come in the 
plastic tubes, and after 
you’re done make sure 
you dry them out before 
stowing them away.

Buy a squeegee for 
streak-free windows, a 
tiny bottle of Rain-X, and a 
pack of microfi ber cloths 
for polishing and waxing.

Have the above, and the 
other products listed in 
your lazarette and your 
boat will thank you.
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            It’s back to the future for

    massive 
grand prix monohulls
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by James Boyd
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was that massive racing monohulls represented the cutting 
edge of yacht design. he famed schooner America, with 
her radical lines and sails, set the example for subsequent 

America’s Cups through to the 1930s, the era of the magniicent J Class. It was a similar 
story with the larger “skimming-dish” centerboard schooners of the 1870s.
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Clockwise from above: Comanche at speed off 

Porto Cervo in the Med; the view from behind the 

helm reveals a vast expanse of deck space; the 

boat’s nav station is all business; Comanche’s 

structural engineering is state-of-the art 
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For the better part of a half century following World War II, though, 
even the biggest racing yachts weren’t that big. Granted, there were oc-
casional monsters like the 236t four-master Club Méditerranée, which 
French legend Alain Colas wrestled singlehanded across the North At-
lantic in the 1976 OSTAR. Otherwise, even the biggest boats of the time 
paled in comparison to their pre-war ancestors. 

he IOR maxis, for example, which competed in the Whitbread 
Round the World Race and a handful of inshore events in the 1970s and 
1980s had LOAs of 80t. Few of the boats that competed in the resulting 
International Maxi Association and the irst Maxi Worlds (now the Maxi 
Yacht Rolex Cup) in Porto Cervo—including the ILC/IMS maxis of the 
1990s such as Larry Ellison’s Sayonara—exceeded 85t LOA.

All that changed, however, in the last decade, with the arrival of a 
new class of high-tech maxi racers. Although the biggest of these have 
been Robert Miller’s 146t Mari Cha III and the 138t schooner Mari 
Cha IV, most of the racing maxis have consolidated at 100t, ater this 
was deemed the maximum length for entries gunning for line honors in 
the annual Rolex Sydney Hobart race. his spawned numerous maxis, 

notably Neville Crichton’s Alfa Romeo and Alfa Romeo II and the late Bob 
Oatley’s Wild Oats XI. 

More recently, it has been the very latest generation of maxis that have 
caused the biggest leap in performance, including Jim Clark and Kristy 
Hinze-Clark’s 100t Comanche, designed by French naval architects VPLP 
and Guillaume Verdier. Last summer, for example, during the Transatlan-
tic Race, Comanche set a new monohull 24-hour record, covering 618.01 
nautical miles at an average speed of 25.75 knots. his bettered the record 
of 596.6 miles set seven years previously by the Volvo Ocean 70 Ericsson 4. 

Since Comanche’s launch from Hodgdon Yachts in Maine in Septem-
ber 2014, the boat has mixed it up on racecourses around the world, 
most notably with the aforementioned Wild Oats XI and with George 
David’s smaller Rambler 88, a design from Juan Kouyoumdjian, built 
by New England Boatworks in Rhode Island. Comanche’s designers are 
best known for designing the last Vendée Globe-winning IMOCA 60, 
while Juan K. is renowned, among other things, for his race-winning 
Volvo Open 70s. However, the two boats have quite diferent func-
tions—Rambler 88 was designed to be a maxi-boat winner on handicap, 
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while Comanche is gunning principally for various ofshore records and 
line-honors glory. Comanche achieved this most recently in the last run-
ning of the Rolex Sydney Hobart race, seeing of all of the powerful (but 
older) 100t leet.

 hat the latest boats are such a signiicant step forward is principally 
down to their weight, maintains North Sails President Ken Read, who 
skippers Comanche. Compared to George David’s previous Rambler 100, 
which Read also used to sail, Comanche has similar righting moment 
(including her canting keel and six tons of movable water ballast) and sail 
area, but is four to ive tons lighter, weighing in at “31 tons and change.” 
According to Read, this weight saving has come about through “superb 
engineering” by her French creators, and her having a massive 22t 4in 
drat, allowing a lighter bulb to be itted. 

To enable the boat to achieve maximum performance, it is essential to 
keep her bow up to avoid driving into the the backs of waves, so the rig is 
stepped around 60 percent of way at from the bow. he pin about which 
her keel cants is also inclined, so that when the keel is canted to weather, 
it further encourages her bow-out attitude. 

Another signiicant diference between the two is that while  
Rambler 88 has a fully push-button winch package (as is the case with 
most modern maxi boats), Comanche has grinders, with only her pit 
winch powered. he reason for this is that part of Comanche’s remit is 
those aforementioned long-distance records, and to do this legally she 
must have manual winches (in record-chasing mode, power is switched 

of for the pit winch). While technically the powered system should be 
the faster, Read observes that “12 guys on the grinders actually provides 
more torque, more burst power than a hydraulic winch package can 
deliver. he diference is that button pushers don’t get tired.”

With the president of North Sails aboard, obviously the sails are “spe-
cial,” and Comanche is itted with North’s latest carbon 3Di RAW sails, to 
reduce weight aloat. “For me Comanche is not a monohull, it’s a multi-
hull,” notes Read. “his boat actually goes fast enough to use multihull 
sails downwind now. he lighter we get this thing the more the apparent 
wind’s going forward downwind and the latter the downwind sails are 
getting—it’s just incredible.” In other words, at least in terms of apparent 
wind angles, Comanche is almost never sailing downwind. 

his year Comanche is set to make an attempt at the west-to-east trans-
atlantic record, which currently stands at 6 days 17 hours 52 minutes 
and 39 seconds, as set by Mari Cha IV in 2003. Given that Mari Cha IV’s 
fastest-ever 24 hour run was only 525 miles—almost 100 miles less than 
Comanche’s—Comanche should easily beat her record. Plus, Read still 
believes they haven’t seen Comanche’s top performance yet. “We think we 
can go 2 knots faster—40 or 50 miles a day,” he says. For this she would 
require optimum conditions—roughly 30 knots from a 125-degree true 
wind angle. Impressive stuf!

Still, while the new grand prix maxis may be stealing the limelight, 
they are not the only new boats of this size to be hitting the racecourse 
recently. Wally Yachts, for example, have long been trend setters with P
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Rambler 88 power-reaches south during the 

heavy-air 2015 Rolex Sydney Hobart Race
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THE BIG BOYS AT PLAY
Maxi racing is overseen by the 
International Maxi Association (IMA—
internationalmaxiassociation.com) and in 
2016 will include a circuit made up of the Gaastra 
PalmaVela in Palma de Mallorca, the Volcano 
Race in Italy, Giraglia Rolex Cup from St. Tropez 
to Genoa, the Maxi Yacht Rolex Cup and Maxi 72 
Rolex World Championship in Porto Cervo, the 
Rolex Middle Sea Race and the RORC and IMA 
Transatlantic Race. Although there are plenty of 
pros aboard, the owners do the driving. 

So numerous have the big boats become there 
are now multiple classes of Maxis to help people 
keep them straight and organize them on the 
racecourse. These include: 

• Mini Maxis: 60-79ft
• Maxis: 80-100ft
• Supermaxis: 100ft-plus

Note that the Mini Maxis include the Maxi 72 
development class, featuring thoroughbreds 
like Hap Fauth’s U.S.-flagged Bella Mente. Other 
regattas that draw today’s cutting-edge maxis 
include the RORC Caribbean 600, Les Voiles de 
Saint Barths, the New York Yacht Club Annual 
Regatta and the Newport-Bermuda Race. 

Plenty of LOA and acres 
of sailcloth at last year’s 
Maxi Yacht Rolex Cup

A trio of Maxi 72s power 

up before hitting the 

starting line
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Clockwise from top: Magic Carpet³ requires a small army of crew to handle her rig on the racecourse: note how her forward lounging cockpit has been 
cleared away for on-deck sail storage; Wally’s trademark clean lines are evident aboard Magic Carpet³ (note the removable table in the forward lounging 
cockpit); in cruising mode, Magic Carpet³ offers plenty of comfort as well as speed
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their sleek, fast cruisers. However, in 2011, in the face of demand from 
owners, they came up with a ‘WallyCento” box rule to create a new gen-
eration of 100t luxury racer-cruisers. 

hese would have many of the go-faster features of a race boat, such as 
carbon ibre construction, high-tech rig and state of the art sails, while 
retaining a luxurious interior. Impressively, three WallyCentos have al-
ready been launched—Magic Carpet³, built for former head of L’Oreal, Sir 
Lindsay Owen-Jones; Hamilton, for British owner Sir Charles Dunstone, 
the founder of Carphone Warehouse (which has since sold to former Bu-
gatti boss, the German homas Bscher, lengthened, and renamed Open 
Season); and Galateia, an update on Magic Carpet³, which was designed 
by Reichel/Pugh. 

“Our approach to the WallyCento rule has been to make it more of a 
racing-orientated boat in terms of its systems and the sail handling, and 
making the performance side higher than what the standard Wally has 
been in the past, probably sacriicing some interior space for a little bit 
more performance,” explains Bob Wylie, who was project manager for 
the builds of Magic Carpet³ and Galateia. 

At 50 tons, the WallyCentos can’t achieve the high reaching speeds of 
the true grand prix boats. As Wylie describes it, it is more displacement 
sailing. “Upwind you can lock them in quite nicely. In a breeze they do 
12.5 to 12.8 knots. Downwind, you don’t get the high-end surges that the 
Comanches and Ramblers get. You just get some nice steady numbers.” 

Despite this, they have still hit 26 knots on Magic Carpet³.  
Of course, what you get for paying that performance price is luxury 

accommodations that are out of this world (as compared to Comanche, 
which has all the aesthetic sensibility of a jet-black spaceship.) 

Like most maxi boats, the WallyCentos are typically sailed by a 
small army for crew, with 24 on board (including owner’s guests) to 
get them around an inshore course. And of course they are much more 
at home racing around Porto Cervo or St. Tropez rather than crossing 
the Atlantic. hat said, last year Magic Carpet³ did manage to win the 
Giraglia Rolex Cup ofshore race from St. Tropez to Genoa via the 
Giraglia Rock of northern Corsica. 

Impressively, a fourth WallyCento, Tango, is currently in build for the 
owner of another Wally. While the irst examples have been designed 
by Judel-Vrolijk or Reichel-Pugh, the latest boat is from Ireland-based 
American Mark Mills, who designed Alegre, the World Championship 
winning Maxi 72 in 2014. And allegedly there are more potential 
WallyCento owners on the verge of signing up. 

Have these people not heard that there’s a recession on? s

Based in London, England, James Boyd has been writing about yacht racing 

for more than three decades. He is a past sailing correspondent of the Daily 

Telegraph newspaper and editor at Yachting World magazine. He currently 

runs thedailysail.com. 

The shape of speed to come: yet another 

WallyCento in the works at Mark Mills Design Ltd. 
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Finding room in the anchorages off 

Isle Royale is seldom a problem
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story and photos by Fred Bagley
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Fog, history and moose 

sightings on Lake Superior
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W
e knew it was out there somewhere. We had seen pictures of 
it, it was on our chart and there was a yellow dot on our radar. 
We just needed to see it with our own eyes. But nothing ap-

peared in the fog. 
he “it” was Rock of Ages lighthouse, the 130t tower that marks the 

western entrance to Isle Royale on Lake Superior. he tower sits in the 
middle of a mineield of shoals that over the years have claimed at least 
three lake freighters, some of which still have crewmembers inside. he 
seas were big, the wind was contrary and we were tired—we did not want 
to join them.

Finally, my wife, Jennifer, gave a shout. here, a half mile to starboard, 
right where it should be, we saw a shape separate itself from the pall of 
fog. Slowly the top 50t of a gleaming white tower emerged under the 
wan aternoon sun. We were going to get safely to Isle Royale ater all.

At 52 miles long and eight miles wide, Isle Royale is the largest island 
in the largest freshwater lake in the world. A billion years ago, a rit in 
the earth’s crust under what is now Lake Superior allowed mineral-rich, 

molten magma to reach the surface. 
More recently a million years of glacial 
scouring exposed seams of almost pure 
copper. For millennia, Native Americans 
paddled across Superior’s waters to 
wrench the copper from the earth, 
so that Isle Royale copper became a 
valuable trade item in prehistoric times, and has been found in jewelry as 
far south as Central America. 

When England and the youthful United States resolved their dif-
ferences in 1783’s treaty of Versailles, they settled border issues in the 
largely unexplored northern wilderness with a lot of guesswork. British 
maps of the era suggested there were four very large islands in Lake 
Superior. With that in mind, wily old Ben Franklin, who represented 
America in the negotiations and had heard reports of the copper-rich 
island, generously suggested that England take three of the islands and 
America take only Isle Royale. England agreed, only to ind out 50 years 

The Edisen Fishery, now 

a historic site, serves 

as a testament to Isle 

Royale’s economic past
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later that one of its three islands didn’t exist and that Isle Royale was 
hard on the lake’s northern shore. Isle Royale stands just 15 miles from 
Canada and 50 miles from Michigan.

Miners came to the island in the 1840s, followed by ishermen, loggers, 
and inally tourists, seeking clean air and relief from summer heat. Isle 
Royale was designated a National Park in 1940  and today over 90 percent 
of the island is federally designated wilderness, making the island the 
largest wilderness cruising ground in the continental United States. It 
was also named a United Nations Biosphere Reserve in 1981. 

Jennifer and I spend our summers cruising Lake Superior on Cata-
mount, our Caliber 38, and had come came to Isle Royale to circumnavi-
gate the island, check out its many anchorages and do some hiking. We 
also wanted very much to see at least one of the island’s many moose.

Old family friends Rolf and Candy Peterson 
have spent their entire academic careers here studying the predator/prey 
relationship between the island’s moose, which swam over from Canada 
about 1900, and wolves, which came over on a winter ice bridge from 
the mainland in 1947. For decades wolves thrived on Isle Royale (lots of 
moose to eat in the winter, lots of beaver to eat the rest of the year) and 
there were about 50 wolves in the 1980s to help keep the moose popu-
lation in check. hen came a combination of inbreeding and a canine 
parvovirus that started killing them of (hence the current ban on dogs 
coming to the island). Today the wolf population is in the single digits 
and a contentious debate rages about the wisdom of introducing more 
wolves from the mainland. Basically the Petersons are for it, and the Park 
Service is against it. Rolf and Candy said we would not see a wolf (they 
are just too canny) but guaranteed an encounter with one of the thou-
sand or so moose.

Ater inally inding Rock of Ages light, the fog lited as we sailed down 
the two-mile-long entrance to Washington Harbor. Steep wooded hill-
sides ended in a rock-bound shoreline reminiscent of Norway’s famous 
jords. It was the irst of many long, skinny, parallel harbors we would ex-
plore, all the result of that glacial scouring. At the end of the harbor was a 
totally protected anchorage behind Beaver Island, with 15t of water over 
a mud bottom. 

he next day we registered at the Windigo ranger station where 
resident rangers go over the regulations, collect fees and staf a charming 
visitor center. he ranger station dock also serves as the ferry dock for 
a thrice-weekly boat that comes up from Grand Portage, Minnesota, to 
drop of hikers, kayakers and other day-trippers.

here are several well-main-
tained hiking trails that start 
at Windigo, part of a system of 
over 160 miles of trails on the 
island. We did a 10-mile loop that 
crossed rocky ridges, tumbling 
rapids and cranberry bogs. he 
trail kissed the northern shore 
of the island afording brilliant 
views over toward Canada as a rolling surf pounded the shoreline. We 
talked with hikers who had seen a bull moose moments before, but by 
the time we arrived there were only tracks. 

Ater that, having just spent two nights on the hook, we lay on the 
sturdy Windigo dock for the night as a series of rollicking electrical 
storms rolled through. With no harbors for about 25 miles, the island’s 
north shore is not a friendly one for sailors until you get to the far north-
east end. In fact, just north of the entrance to Washington Harbor lies the 
1928 wreck of the steamer America, its bow a couple of feet underwater 
but its stern canted downward to rest 80t below the surface. Fortunately, 
there were no fatalities in this wreck. Farther along the north shore is 
the Kamloops, which rests in 200t of water ater foundering in a 1927 
December gale. Sadly, all 22 passengers and crew were lost.

Sailing along the north shore we eventually found McCargoe Cove, 
where we worked our way past red and green marks and settled into 
a small bight with good protection. A two-mile hike then took us to 
some prehistoric copper pits as well as the Minong Mine, where old 
railroad tracks and stone foundations testify to the thriving mining 
community that existed there in the late 1800s. Moose? Nope.

A�er that we caught a warm southwest breeze 
to sail wing and wing up Amygdaloid Channel, where we worked our 
way into little Lane Cove with its four-sided protection, sand bottom 
and a marsh in the distance. Moose like marshes, but we had to settle for 
a family of four loons: the chicks catching rides on their parents’ backs 
while the adults greeted us with their tremolo calls. 

Lane Cove is also a good starting point for a hike to Mount Franklin, 
named ater Ben, with expansive views to the north. Along the way we 
plucked thimbleberries, blue berries and raspberries. We also saw lots of 
moose sign, but still no live sightings.

Back out on the water, Lake Superior’s fog caught up with us again 
as we turned toward the northeast end of the island. Radar on and 

From left: a moose encounter 

in Duncan Bay; day trippers 

disembark at the Windigo 

ranger station; the Rock 

Harbor light is one of many 

marking Isle Royale’s hazards
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radar reflector up, we sailed at a crawl around Blake Point and then 
eased past several barrier islands to Rock Harbor and the protection 
of the dock at Caribou Island. It was time to hunker down and turn 
on the furnace.

When the sun inally returned we hiked to the ire tower on Mount 
Ojibway for its 360-degree views of the island and the lake. he trail 
passed over rocky meadows festooned with lilies, asters, columbine and 
primrose, through pine forests with lady slippers and Canada dogwood, 
and around bogs illed with blue iris. Near the summit we found a moose 
antler, but where were the moose?

Along the southern shore of Isle Royale we sailed under jib alone, 
then dodged shoals to enter land-locked Chippewa Harbor, the site 
of an old ishing station with a one-room, log cabin schoolhouse 
still standing. Hiking trails here led to lovely, sheltered interior lakes 
(perfect for skinny-dipping). We also saw wolf scat with moose hair on 
the trail—clearly we were getting closer... Farther along the south shore 
we roared into Siskiwit Bay, nearly rail down in a strong southerly, 
doused the jib and main, and motored into a small corner of the bay 
to drop the hook. Jennifer was scanning the marsh nearby with the 
binoculars when one of the brown hummocks there suddenly raised 

its head. Water sluiced from the antlers of a bull moose as he calmly 
chewed on lily pads. We stood there transixed until dark, distracted 
only by an eagle soaring overhead. Still, that particular moose was a 
good 200 yards away. We’d hoping for better.

Our circumnavigation complete, we sailed  
back around to Isle Royale’s northeast end and worked our way into a 
corner of Duncan Bay. It’s one of the island’s all-weather anchorages, and 
we had it to ourselves. here we hiked to Lookout Louise where we could 
look down on Catamount at anchor two miles distant. 

One evening at dusk we paddled our dinghy up a stream at the head 
of the bay. It was quiet, the water lat, the light fading. hen it happened. 
Alerted by a pair of mallards that had erupted into light nearby, the 
moose slowly raised her head out of the water and looked around, trying 
to make sense of what was going on. Notoriously dim sighted but with 
very good hearing, her ears sprang straight up as she looked directly at 
our approaching dinghy, just 10 feet away.

Immediately, she lurched out of the water, sloshed up the bank on 
the let side of the stream and silently disappeared in the willows. Mo-
ments later, though, a muted bellow from the woods on the right side 
of the stream brought her back out into the open. She stood there for a 
moment, considering her options. Hmmm. I’m on this bank, my calf is 
on the other bank, and there’s this white thing in the water between us. 
Fortunately for all involved, the white thing beat a hasty retreat, the 
moose rejoined her calf on the right bank and the placid scene in the 
stream reverted to silence.

Our Isle Royale visit was now complete, and as we sailed east and the 
island’s proile fell of the horizon, we decided it isn’t just some of the 
best wilderness cruising in the continental United States: it may be one 
of the best cruising grounds anywhere. We had good sailing in both fog 
and sunshine, a choice of many secure anchorages and hiking through 
meadows of wild lowers to great vistas. How remote is Isle Royale? In 
two weeks on the island, we saw just three other boats. 

And, yes, it has plenty of moose. s

Fred and Jennifer Bagley live in Vermont but keep their boat in Northern 

Michigan and spend their summers exploring the Upper Great Lakes.

McCargoe 
Cove

Washington Harbor/
Windigo

Chippewa 
Harbor

Sisikiwit Bay

Rock of Ages 
Light

Lane 
Cove

Rock 
Harbor

Duncan 
Bay

Jennifer cons their boat through the narrows leading 
to Chippewa Harbor (left); the sun rises over the calm 
waters of Siskiwit Bay (above)
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SIGNALING
ON

DECK

F
or as long as people have been taking to 
the sea, they’ve needed a way to signal 
for help, guide rescuers to them in dire 

situations and terrible conditions. Since the mid-
1800s up until recently, the go-to device for this 
has been the pyrotechnic lare. And with good 
reason, they are very efective, they burn brightly 
and are easily seen at night, from a plane, in the 
fog—you name the conditions and chances are 
you’ll be able to see a burning lare. 

However, they have their downsides. hey have 
relatively short burn times and, depending on 
your situation, you might burn through your lare 
kit before help arrives. hey also expire, so if you 
don’t pay attention to the dates on the box there’s 
a chance you ind out that they’re too old when 
it’s too late. hen there’s the big downside—when 
activated a lare is a laming torch that can burn at 
over 5,000 degrees that you are holding, perhaps 
on your deck, over your dinghy or wherever 
you happen to be during the emergency. When 

handled incorrectly lares can cause damage to 
your boat and injury to you or your crew.

But hey, due to U.S. Coast Guard regulation, 
and simple common sense, you need lares 
onboard in case the unthinkable happens. 
However, thanks to developments that have been 
made in LED technology, sailors inally have an 
alternative to carrying pyrotechnics—electronic 
lares. Last year, the U.S. Coast Guard approved 
the SOS Distress Light, pioneered by Sirius Sig-
nal and manufactured and distributed by Weems 
& Plath, making it the irst electronic lare legally 
able to replace traditional pyrotechnic options. 

he idea of the electronic lare is a simple one, 
and the beneits are plenty. Instead of buying 
a box of lares that will some day expire, you 
can pick up the SOS Distress Light for $100 
and never have to worry about it. With the SOS 
Distress Light paired with the orange plastic 
distress lag (sold separately) you’ve got your 
bases covered when it comes to USCG regula-

tions for carrying daytime and nighttime distress 
signals. he unit activates with a simple on/of 
twisting, loats, can be worn on a lanyard and 
never expires. Additionally, when activated the 
Distress Light lasts for hours, not minutes or 
seconds like a traditional pyrotechnic lares, and 
since it isn’t spewing smoke and lame you can 
leave on the deck or fasten it in the rigging. You 
can easily test it to make sure the batteries work, 
and instead of having to go get another box of 
lares, all you need is a few C batteries. hat’s a 
pretty compelling ofer. 

Electronic lares may indeed be what lies 
ahead for distress signaling, as several other 
companies have products out there that may 
soon get USCG approval. According to Kevin 
Rough with UK-based Odeo Flare, manufac-
turers of the Odeo MK3 LED Flare, the Radio 
Technical Commission for Maritime Services 
(RTCM), an international non-proit scientiic, 
professional and educational organization, was 

An Old Flame 
With the rise of electriconic flares and distress signals, is it time to turn in the old 

pyrotechnics? by Christopher White

The SOS Distress Light from Weems & 
Plath is currently the only electronic flare 
approved by the U.S. Coast Guard, though 

there may be more on the way soon
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holding meetings as we went to press to work on 
developing new regulations for electronics vessel 
distress signals. (Odeo is already approved as 
an alternative to l ares in Finland.) Like the SOS 
Distress Signal, the MK3 LED Flare is a powerful 
unit—i ve hours of continuous use from one set 
of batteries, 10-year shelf life, l oats and, most 
importantly, uses LED lights, not l ame,  to get 
you seen. In terms of time of use, one MK3 LED 
is equivalent to roughly 600 pyrotechnic l ares.  

h is is all well and good, but the bottom line 
is that for the time being most of these devices 
are not approved by the U.S. Coast Guard, so 
sailors still need to carry l ares to cruise legally. 
However, that doesn’t mean they can’t also carry 
electronic l ares as an addition to pyrotechnics. 
“I’ve been participating with the USCG and 
others on a technical committee to develop 
standards for electronic replacements, but there 
isn’t anything forthcoming for quite some time,” 
said Andy Little, CEO of Greatland Laser, as we 
were going to press. “Sailors still have to carry 
pyrotechnic l ares, but we’ve heard from many 
of our customers that they carry our product so 
they don’t have to rely on the pyrotechnics.”

h e Greatland Laser Green Rescue Laser Flare 
takes a dif erent approach to distress signaling 
than its LED-based counterparts. h e Green 
Rescue produces a focused fan laser that can be 

pointed in the direction of a rescue party. h e 
unit is 5in in length, powered by lithium-ion 
batteries that provide 10 hours of use and is wa-
terproof and made with materials that are ready 
to stand up to the harsh marine environment. 
h e Green Rescue Laser’s beam can be seen up 
to approximately 30 miles away at night and 3 to 
5 miles during the day. And also, while shining 
lasers at aircrat  has been coming up in the news 
recently as a big no-no, a section of legislation 
passed in 2012 exempts “an individual using a 
laser emergency signaling devices to send an 
emergency distress signal.”

Another electronic l are that has been gaining 
popularity on the market is the EF-20A-1 LED 
Strobe from North American Survival Systems. 
h e EF-20A-1 uses four CREE LEDs to shine at 
a blinding 200 candelas and the company claims 
it has a nighttime visibility of 10 nautical miles. 

Like many of the other electronic l ares, the unit is 
operated with a simple on/of  switch, which makes 
it easy to test and use when the time comes. 

h e rescueME EDF1 from Ocean Signal is 
another one to watch for. h e unit is lightweight, 
rugged and submersible to a depth of 10m. It 
looks and feels like a regular l ashlight, only it has 
a sliding guard over the on/of  and test buttons. At 
the top there are two bands of eight, high-power 
red LEDs, along with two on the end, that are 
extremely bright and form a beam with a 30-de-
gree arc in the horizontal plane, over a 360-degree 
azimuth. h e company claims the LiMnO2 battery 
pack can retain a maximum six-hour continuous 
output in economy mode and two hours at full 
power, and while it is not rechargeable, it can be 
detached and be replaced easily by its owner. 

So all in all, the state of electronic l ares right 
now is in l ux—while the only electronic l are 
that has been approved by the USCG as we went 
to press is the SOS Distress Light from Weems & 
Plath (though it has not been approved by SOLAS) 
there are many options on the market that make 
a lot of sense for sailors to carry, even if it is just in 
addition to their pyrotechnic l ares. And, as the 
technology continues to improve and government 
and safety organizations are rethinking regula-
tions, electronic l ares may very well be the norm 
in marine distress signaling in the near future. s

Odeo Flare odeofl are.works

Greatland Laser greatlandlaser.com

North American Survival Systems 

northamericansurvivalsystems.com

Ocean Signal oceansignal.com

Weems & Plath weems-plath.com
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A 
well-done varnish job is one of those 
things that we have all marveled at—
whether it was the hand rail or toerail 

or some other wood accent on the boat, we’ve 
asked what varnish was used and what were 
the application methods. What was the secret? 
Although there is a resurgence in building 
wooden boats, the dominant amount of boats 
are i berglass and most of the wood used on 
them, except for the deck, is used as accents. 
But the reason we varnish those areas remains 
the same—protection. h e reason to varnish 
any wood is to protect it from the sun, and 
from water and rot. h e secondary reason is to 
make the wood look good. 

TYPES OF VARNISH
h e i rst step in the process is to determine 
what varnish you want to use, and this can be 
confusing. You may go into a chandlery and 
ask for a “spar varnish.” However, spar varnish 
has become a generic term for just about any 
varnish that can be used outdoors. h e term 

comes from the days when spars were made 
of wood and ships were at sea. h e varnish 
needed to protect the wood had to be l exible 
and quick-drying. h ese early spar varnishes 
were what was known as “short oil” varnishes, 
which contained a resin such as pine tar and a 
small, or short, amount of a drying oil, such as 
boiled linseed oil or soya. (h e terms long, me-
dium and short refer to the ratio of oil to resin 
in a varnish or other coating.) h is i t the bill as 
it dried quickly, was very l exible and was rela-
tively inexpensive. However, on the downside, 
these varnishes were not very durable. 

Since the time of wooden ships, new res-
ins and oils have been introduced to make 
varnishes more durable and clearer. Long oil 
varnishes became more durable, especially 
when combined with tung oil (or China wood 
oil), but they were more expensive.  

h ere are basically four ingredients that 
go into a varnish—resin, drying oil, solvent 
and additives. h e resins commonly used in 
modern marine varnishes can be an alkyd 

or a phenolic, or a resin that has been modi-
i ed with urethane. h e top quality varnishes 
are long-oil varnishes that use either boiled 
linseed oil or tung oil as a drying oil, but there 
are still some less expensive varnishes that use 
other, cheaper oils. 

Modern varnishes will also use a good UV 
package as well as surface stabilizers to protect 
the wood from the sun. Solvents used are mostly 
mineral spirits or naphtha (a general term for 
liquid hydrocarbon mixtures produced from 
natural gas condensates, petroleum distillates, 
and the distillation of coal tar and peat) although 
there are some blends that will aid with applica-
tion and help you get a better i nish. h ere are 
some water-based varnishes, but generally they 
have lower solids and require about twice as 
many coats to provide the same protection to the 
wood as solvent based varnishes. 

My favorite varnish is a modii ed alkyd tung 
oil varnish, because I like the way it l ows of  
the brush as well as the way it looks at er several 
coats. It has an excellent UV package and is very 
durable. It is also easy to patch up if it happens 
to get damaged. Both Captain’s and Flagship var-
nishes from Pettit, and Schooner varnish from 
Interlux, are alkyd-tung oil blends.

THE APPLICATION PROCESS 
When it comes to varnishing, there is no substi-
tute for good preparation. h e signs of poor prep 
will show through the highest quality varnish. 
When preparing a varnished surface that is in 
good shape, remember sanding does not remove 
contamination. h erefore, the i rst step is to 
clean it well by wiping the area with a rag damp-
ened with a solvent, such as xylene or whatever 
is recommended by the manufacturer, to remove 
any contamination, then follow with a clean dry 
rag. At er the surface has been cleaned, sand the 
area with 220- to 320-grade sandpaper. Wipe 
with solvent again at er sanding. You can use a 
tack cloth to remove sanding residue, but always 
wipe down with solvent at erward to be certain 
the tack rag did not leave a residue behind. Ap-
ply one to two coats of new varnish. 

If the old varnish is in poor shape, it is best to 
remove it and start from bare wood. Selecting 
the right equipment can expedite the process. 
For example, chemical varnish remover loosens 
thick buildup and allows speedy removal with 
a wide blade pull scraper. Always use a sharp 
scraper and slightly round the edge of these 
tools with a i le to avoid gouging the wood. 
Never i le or sharpen a scraper where the i lings 
are likely to end up on an area that is going to 

Shine On
A guide to the different types of 

varnish and how to get the perfect 

coat by James Seidel 

Proper preparation 
and application are 
key for a quality 
varnish job
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be varnished. h ese i lings will turn into rust spots. Sand the bare wood 
with 120-grit sandpaper to open the grain and help the varnish penetrate 
into the wood. Also, always sand with the grain.

Keep sandpaper clean and change it frequently. Remember, sandpa-
per is less expensive than your time. I usually use the 3M-production 
paper, because that’s what I’ve always used and some things are hard to 
change. Avoid white sandpaper, as it may have a stearate coating, which 
can leave a contamination layer that causes the varnish to bubble on 
application. When sanding edges, use a i ne plastic scuf  pad rather 
than sandpaper, because it will remove less varnish. Always wipe the 
surface with a rag that has been dampened with solvent at er sanding 
to help remove sanding residue.

When making repairs or installing new wood, bed it down so that 
moisture does not get in and lit  the varnish from underneath. A good 
practice when bedding down trim is to back prime the concealed surfaces 
with epoxy to prevent moisture from being absorbed into the wood from 
underneath. Check for moisture in joints. If wood looks black, remove 
the varnish and use a wood bleach. h en wipe with a fast solvent like 
xylene to help dry out any moisture, sand the surface and give it a i nal 
wipe down with solvent. Apply varnish before the wood absorbs more 
moisture. Moisture in the wood usually leads to blistering of the varnish. 

Prior to application, pour the varnish into another container. Metal 
containers are better than paper containers as the latter may have a lin-
ing that will af ect the way the varnish dries. Make sure the container is 
absolutely clean: wipe it with xylene to be certain. Once it’s clean, put 
in some of the solvent that the manufacturer recommends to thin the 
varnish in the container and then pour the varnish into the container 
through a strainer. h is helps prevent air from getting into the varnish 
and causing bubbles. Try not to pour out more varnish than can be used 
in 15 to 20 minutes, because an open 
container of varnish can also pick up 
dust or other contamination. h e ap-
plication properties of a varnish that is 
sitting in an open can will also change 
over time and you may i nd yourself 
adding more solvent than necessary. 

h e type of brush to use is another 
hot topic of debate, as everyone has 
their own opinion. I have a set of 
badger brushes that I like, but they 

Epifanes epifanes.com

Interlux  yachtpaint.com

Pettit pettitpaint.com

Awlgrip awlgrip.com

Rust-Oleum rustoleum.com

Minwax minwax.com

Sea Hawk seahawkpaints.com
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require a good deal of maintenance. I have also 
begun to use foam brushes on buildup coats 
to save time, saving the badger brushes for the 
last few layers. No matter what type of brush 
you choose, always clean or rinse it just before 
starting with the thinner that you will be using 
in the varnish. h at way you start with a clean, 
slightly damp brush. 

It is important to remember that you are 
applying varnish to provide protection to the 
wood, so be sure you achieve an even coverage. 
Apply the varnish across the grain then lay-of  
the varnish with long strokes along the grain. 
Hold the brush at 45 degrees. On large areas, 
a thin foam roller can be used to apply the 
varnish across the grain, followed immediately 
with a wide brush to tip it of . Again, remember 
to go with the grain. 

As a rule of thumb, apply a minimum of 
six coats on bare wood. h e i rst two seal the 
wood, and will need to be thinned from 20 to 
25 percent with the recommended thinner. h e 
next two coats i ll the grain, and the last two 
provide the protection. As the number of coats 
increases, the level of gloss and protection also 
increases. I like to use the same varnish for the 

entire job as this will keep the UV protection 
all the way from the wood to the i nish coat. 
Sanding between coats ensures that the grain 
is i lled by taking of  the high spots and leaving 
low spots. Sand between the i rst few coats with 
220- to 320-grade sandpaper, but use 320- to 
360-grade for the i nal one. When sanding 
between coats, remember that you are trying 
to take of  the gloss and remove any mistakes, 
such as runs or drips. Make sure the previous 
coat is dry before applying the next one.  

A FEW TIPS
When working outdoors, it is best to varnish in 
the morning at er the dew has dried. Varnish-
ing in the late at ernoon or early evening can 
lead to a loss of gloss and improper drying. 
Avoid varnishing in the direct sunlight, as this 
will cause the varnish to dry too quickly. When 
varnishing interiors, use forced air ventilation 
to aid drying. Varnish jobs tend to begin to fail 
at the edges of the wood because there is less 
i lm thickness so put extra coats on these areas.

h e best advice? Use a top-quality varnish, 
because your time is more expensive than the 
varnish, no matter how much the varnish costs. s

Varnish not only protects 

your wood, it can make it 

look brand new as well 

info@varipropusa.com

www.varipropusa.com

747 Aquidneck Ave.
Middletown, RI 02842
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401-847-7960

Variprop
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SIMPLE, QUICK, LOW-COST 
SPRING UPGRADES
LED lights 
Cut your power 
consumption 
and increase the 
reliability and 
longevity of your 
boat’s lights by 
replacing i lament 
bulbs with LEDs. 
h ere are now LED 
alternatives for nearly all types of conventional 
i ttings, and the cost is usually under $5 
per LED for internal lights, $20 to $30 for 
navigation bulbs.

Brightwork covers 
Save hours of varnishing by making UV-proof 
canvas covers for brightwork components like 
hatches and washboards. h ey’ll look smart 
and keep your woodwork in top condition. 
Covers also stop acrylic hatches from crazing 
and help keep your boat cool belowdecks in 
the summer.

Solar solution 
If you are on a mooring 
or don’t want to remain 
connected to shore power 
24/7, the best protec-
tion against a l at engine 

battery is a small (20W) solar panel. h ey’re 
inexpensive (a rigid panel is approximately $50, 
a semi-l ex approximately $80) and being small 
need only a basic ($20) charge controller.

Loud and clear 
Never having i tted an 
external VHF speaker in the 
cockpit means I regularly run 
down the battery on the portable. 
h is year I’m going for it. Just $30 gets you a 
“weatherproof,” l ush-i t speaker with cable and 
i ttings. Installation, is only a couple of hours. 

External power 
Cockpit lights, GPS, 
phone and tablet char-
gers, spotlights, vacuum 
cleaners—they all need 

a cigar-lighter style 12V receptacle, so while 
you’re installing the VHF speaker why not pull 
a power cable through at the same time and in-
stall a waterproof power socket in the cockpit? 

Safety i rst
One essential item on 
every boat with propane 
on board is a gas leak 
detector and alarm. While you’re at it, buy one 
that also alerts you to the presence of carbon 
monoxide. h ey’re inexpensive (around $50), 
simple to install and will help you rest peace-
fully (but not too peacefully!) at night.

Cordless pump 
One useful device I bought last season was an 
AquaCharge AQ500-107 portable, submersible 
water pump. Its NiMH batteries charge from 
shore power, and it will pump for the better 
part of an hour on a full charge, shit ing around 
200gal of water. 

Staying in charge 
A skipper needs to know 
what’s happening with his 
electrics. While a voltmeter 
of ers approximate battery 
condition and an ammeter shows the 
current l ow, for a few dollars more a smart 
battery monitor will show the total energy 
consumed and how much remains.

Clean fuel 
All inboard engines have 
in-line fuel i lters, so why 
not take similar precau-
tions when topping of  
with a jerry can? Invest-
ing in a funnel with an integral water i lter 
minimizes the number of times you will have to 
drain the main separator. 

Back saver 
Modern four-stroke outboards are darned 
heavy and getting them of  a stern pulpit and 
onto the tender can be a dangerous operation. 
h e answer is a lit ing strop. A good one costs 
around $30 and can stay on the motor at all 
times except when servicing.

SPRING IS HERE!
Duncan Kent provides a pre-launch checklist and suggests a few low-budget improvements 

that could transform life on board for the new season
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SA I L M AG A Z I N E

ENGINE

 Drain off any 

water at the 

bottom of the  
fuel tank.

 Inspect, drain and 
clean fuel filters.

 Replace or use last season’s spare 
fuel from containers. Remember, 
condensation can form in a fuel container 
as easily as in the main tank, so keep 
them all filled to the brim.

 Inspect the raw water pump housing and 
impeller. Replace the impeller if necessary 
and keep a new spare on board.

 Check the alternator drive belt for wear or 
play and adjust the tension if needed.

 Service the raw-water seacock and clean 
out the strainer.

 Check anodes where applicable.

 Change oil and filter.

 Top up freshwater coolant.

 Top up gearbox and/or saildrive oil.

 Inspect saildrive seals.

 Check throttle/gear and stop cables for 
wear and lubricate where possible.

 Run engine on launch until warm, 
checking exhaust water, pump and filter 
seals, injector leaks, drive belt adjustment 
and alternator charging system.

PLUMBING 

 Remove any 

protective rags from 
through-hulls and 
exhaust, and check 
that they are clear.

 Sterilize and then 
flush the freshwater 
system and refill the 
tank with clean water.

 Clean, pump and 
drain filters.

 Inspect hoses and connectors, including 
hose clips, and replace where necessary.

 Service all seacocks and ensure the 
correct size softwood bungs are attached 
via a lanyard.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

 Top up battery water  

(if applicable) and  
fully recharge to  
100 percent.

 Clean and re-grease 
battery terminals.

 Look out for cable wear or damage and 
retighten connecting cables.

 Clean and lightly smear Vaseline on your 
navigation light bulb terminals.

 Replace/recharge batteries in torches 
and spotlights.

 Check the function of all electrical 
systems and instruments.

PROPANE SYSTEM 

 Check all pipes and fittings for wear. 
 Replace rusty bottles or regulators.
 Consider installing a gas alarm (CO2 and 

LPG) if you haven’t already.

SPARS & RIGGING

Spars

 Inspect the masthead, 

step, spreader ends, 
gooseneck and vang 
fittings for signs 
of excessive wear, 
cracking or corrosion.

 Check shroud tension 
and look for any mast distortion.

 Test boom and masthead sheaves for 
wear and ensure they run freely.

Standing rigging

 Check all end fittings, turnbuckles and 
backstay adjusters for cracks or corrosion.

 Clean, lubricate and adjust/return the 
turnbuckles to keep threads clear.

 Replace split pins/rings and tape over to 
prevent snagging.

 Inspect wire closely for broken strands 
and signs of corrosion.

Running rigging 

 Wash all lines in simple detergent, rinse 
and hang to dry.

 End-to-end halyards and sheets where 
possible or trim off worn ends.

 Re-do end whippings if working loose or 
damaged.

 Check running rigging, blocks, shackles 
and pins.

SAILS 

 Inspect sails 

after laundering, 
especially at high-
wear points such 
as reefing cringles, 
headboard, tack and 
clew, and batten pockets. 

 Lubricate mainsail slugs as you hoist.

 Give the headsail furler a thorough  
hose down.

 Check furling headsail UV strip for wear.

 Inspect the tell-tales; replace if necessary.

 Clean, lightly grease and seize shackles 
and fittings before hoisting headsail.

DECKS

 Check for deck leaks from fittings, 
portlights and hatches.

 Check guard wires and stanchions  
for corrosion.

 Wash and spray all canvas with  
protection fluid.

 Varnish all brightwork.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

 Inspect your steering cables/chains/rods 
for wear and excessive play.

 Ensure autopilot fittings aren’t excessively 
worn (very common).

 Check rudder bearings for excessive play.

 Check the nut on the end of the propeller 
and replace split pin if necessary.

 Check the cutless bearing for wear/play.

 Ensure anchor is on board with bitter end 
attached and is ready to deploy.

HULL 

 Wash and 

polish topsides 

paying particular 
attention to the 
waterline area.

 Check for any 
chips or cracks 
and repair—especially on the leading 
edge of the keel and rudder.

 Check anode condition and continuity.

 Renew antifoul coatings a few days prior 
to launching.

SAFETY GEAR

 Inflate all lifejackets using a pump (not 
your mouth) and leave overnight to 
confirm bladders are airtight.

 Service all lifejacket inflation 
mechanisms, weigh gas bottles and 
clean/grease their threads.

 Check the liferaft service is in date and 
attached firmly to the deck.

 Clean, rinse and test MOB kit, including Dan 
buoys, horseshoe buoys and throwing lines.

 Replace batteries in MOB lights.

 Clean bilge pump strainers and  
test the pump.

 Check expiration dates on fire 
extinguishers.

PRE-LAUNCH CHECKLIST

Cut & keep or go to sailmagaine.com to download your a printable PDF



FREE TIPS WORTH CONSIDERING 

Seacock service
Admit it—you’ve probably been meaning to 
service your seacocks since they started stick-
ing a couple of years ago, but somehow never 
got around to it. Please do it now, while your 
boat is out of the water—it could save your boat 
and, quite possibly, your life! 

Vent holes in bunks 
Fed up with hot sweaty summer nights and 
dampness under the mattress? Get your drill 
out, insert  a 1in bit and drill some evenly spaced 
holes in your plywood bunk bottoms. Add a vent 
in the side, and the improved air circulation will 
eliminate damp from condensation.

Make a lashlight rack by companionway 
Always scrambling about for the torch? Why 
not make a lashlight holder just inside the 
companionway where it’s within reach in an 
instant from both above and below. If it’s a 
rechargeable model, then it’s worth supplying 
power to the bracket too.

Rig reckoning  
When was the last time you ventured up your 
mast in a bosun’s chair to check your rig and 
ittings alot? Give it some thought before the 
season starts—a ive-minute browse alot in the 
comfort of your slip or mooring could save you 
a fortune—and a lot more.

Save your through-hulls 
Worried your underwater metalwork is 

dissolving? Two checks will ensure your 
sacriicial anodes work efectively. First, don’t 
paint over them with antifouling. Second, 
make sure they’re within line-of-sight of and 
electrically connected to the metallic items 
you want to protect. s

SPRING COMMISSIONING
BOAT

WORKS
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H
ere is a quick question: how long do 
you think the ire extinguisher in your 
boat’s galley will last in the event of a 

ire? A minute? Two minutes? Maybe 10? 
In fact, a typical recreational marine ire ex-

tinguisher—basically the little foot-long jobbies 
tucked into the corners of untold thousands of 
boats—will last 10 to 12 seconds. hat’s it. 

hink about it—smoke starts pouring out 
of your engine compartment, and all you’ve 
got is 10 seconds in which to put the ire out. 
Ater that you’re out of luck. And remember: 
the speed with which a ire can spread aboard 
a boat made of petroleum-derived materi-
als and packed with sails, provisions, wooden 
joinerywork and fuel can be nothing less than 
terrifying. According to studies, an established 
ire can double in size every 30 seconds or less, 
depending on the circumstance. 

It’s with good reason that veteran sailors fear 
ire far more than storms. 

Next question: do you know what kind of 
ires the ire extinguishers you have onboard are 
designed to put out? If you think “all of them,” 
then you are likely wrong again. As a result, 

given the right combination of circumstances, 
even a well-directed 10-second blast might not 
be adequate to keep you and your crew from 
having to abandon ship. 

THE ABCs OF FIRE
When it comes to ighting ires, all lames 
require a combination of heat, fuel and 
oxygen, but that does not mean they are all 
equal. In fact, the Coast Guard and other 
safety organizations deine three types of 
ires—A, B and C—depending on the type of 
materials afected. 

Type A refers to a ire involving combustible 
solids, including wood, cloth, paper and many 
plastics, including the resins used in iberglass. 
A mnemonic device is to think of the letter A 
designating things that leave an “ash.” 

Type B refers to ires fueled by inlammable 
liquids, like diesel fuel, gasoline, alcohol, 
varnishes and oil-based paint. hink of B as 
referring to materials that boil and that need 
to be “blanketed,” or smothered, if they’re to 
be extinguished. 

Type C ires are those involving energized 

electrical equipment, in which there is the 
potential for serious shock. hink of C as 
standing for “charge.” In this case, turning of 
the electricity is a top priority, at which point 
the technical status of the ire changes to an A 
or a B, depending on the materials involved. 
As an added beneit, once the power is of 
many small electrical ires will subside on their 
own, because there is no longer any current 
contributing additional heat to the equation. 
(hat said, if you’re ofshore and also need to 
radio for help, be sure to do so irst or have a 
handheld VHF close by, since your ixed VHF 
will no longer work.)

he reason for these designations is that dif-
ferent ires need to be fought in diferent ways. 
Pouring water on a wood ire, for example, 
works because it serves to remove the heat 
from the heat part of the combustion equation. 
However, dumping water on an electrical ire is 
only going to make things worse and put you in 
danger of electrocution. Similarly, pouring wa-
ter on a grease or gasoline ire may only cause it 
to spatter, helping it spread. 

On the other hand, smothering a grease 
ire with a chemical agent as it spreads across 
your galley stove may make all the sense in the 
world. But trying to smother an A-class ire 
climbing the veneer on a nearby vertical bulk-
head with that same chemical may be another 
matter entirely.

his is important is because not all ire extin-
guishers are alike—even those approved for use 
aboard sailboats. Some are capable of ighting 
all types of ires, but others are conigured for 
only types B and C. 

he way to tell is by looking at the labelling 
of any ire extinguisher you now own or are 
looking to purchase. A 5-B.C. extinguisher, for 
example, will be efective only against liquid 
or electrical ires. It will also only provide a 
moderate amount of ire-suppressing material, 
typically sodium bicarbonate, i.e, baking soda. 
A 3-A, 40-B.C., on the other hand, will not only 
provide at least some degree of efectiveness 

Burning Issues
Never mind storms, it’s fire sailors should fear  

by Adam Cort

It can take just 
minutes for, say, a 
galley fire to engulf 
an entire boat, like 
this one did 

Fire blankets 
are basic but 

effective 



As a GEICO policyholder, you’ll receive outstanding coverage for 

your boat at an outstanding price. Plus, when you add towing to your 

for your boat

Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or all GEICO companies. Boat and PWC coverages are underwritten by GEICO Marine Insurance Company. 
GEICO is a registered service mark of Government Employees Insurance Company, Washington, D.C. 20076; a Berkshire Hathaway Inc. subsidiary. © 2015 GEICO
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against all three kinds of i res—
either in the form of a tri-class dry 
chemical, like monammonium 
phosphate, or Halotron 1, a type 
of gas that chemically interrupts 
the combustion process—it also 
of ers substantially more punch, 
as indicated by the larger number 
preceding the letters. 

No matter what the amount 
or type of i re-suppressing material, it’s important to be aware that un-
like Underwriters Laboratories (UL), which employs the three letter 
designations, the Coast Guard B-I and B-II standards for handheld 
extinguishers focus on the amount of material contained, not the type. 
(Higher-number B designations refer to larger, semi-portable systems 
not required on smaller, recreational vessels.) Specii cally, a B-I must 
contain 2lb of dry chemical while a B-II must contain 10lb. It is there-
fore possible that your boat could carry a full set of extinguishers, none 
of which is intended to i ght all three kinds of i res. 

BE PREPARED
With respect to the Coast Guard regulations dictating the type of number 
of i re extinguishers aboard, the rules are surprisingly simple. Specii cally: 

Boats with inboard engines up to 26t  LOA are required to carry a 
single B-I i re extinguisher.
Outboard boats without i xed tanks or enclosed engine spaces don’t 
need to carry any kind of extinguisher. 
Boats with LOAs from 26t  to 40t  must carry two B-I extinguishers 
or a single B-II extinguisher.
Boats with LOAs from 40t  to 60t  must carry three B-Is or a B-I and 
a B-II. 

In all cases, each extinguisher must come equipped with an approved 
mounting bracket for quick and easy access. 

h at’s pretty much it. 
Note that given these requirements a 65-footer can be in compli-

ance with Coast Guard regs and not have a single extinguisher aboard 
intended to i ght a class A i re. In other words, if, say, a wood bulkhead or 
doorway is ablaze, you may have a tough time of it. 

FIGHTING FIRE 101
Different types of fi res require different techniques to extinguish.

Engine fi re: These represent over half the fi res that break out 

aboard sailboats and are usually caused by fuel or electrical 

problems, or both. Cut the engine and turn off the batteries. Turn 

off the fuel supply. If you haven’t installed a Fire-Port, carefully 

open the engine cover just enough to insert a fi re extinguisher 

and trigger it. Repeat as necessary, but beware of opening the 

engine cover too soon or a fi re may fl are up again. Dry chemical 

extinguishers aren’t the best at fi ghting engine fi res—it’s diffi cult 

to direct them at the source of the fl ames—which is why the 

ABYC recommends that gaseous extinguishers, like those 

employing Halotron I, which either displace the oxygen feeding 

the fi re or interrupt the combustion process, be used.

Electrical fi re: Turn off the engine and batteries. Deploy dry 

chemical fi re extinguishers at the source of the fi re. Do not throw 

water on an electrical fi re.

Fuel fi re: If possible, shut off the source of the fuel. If the fi re is a 

small one, it may be smothered with a fi re blanket. Do not throw 

water on a fuel fi re. It will only serve to spread the fl ames.

Galley fi re: Immediately switch off the propane. If the fi re is in 

the oven, shut the oven door to help deplete it of oxygen. If it’s 

in a pan, cover the pan with a lid, a wet towel or a fi re blanket. 

(Leave the pan covered while it cools or it may fl are up again.) If 

the fi re is on the stovetop, use a fi re blanket or, if necessary, a fi re 

extinguisher. Do not throw water on a grease fi re. 

Fire down below: If the fi re appears to be neither electrical 

nor fuel-related, in other words type A, close any hatches or 

portlights that may be directing air to the fl ames. However,  while 

you don’t want to fan the fl ames you don’t want to succumb 

to smoke inhalation either. Throw water on the fi re, employ a 

fi re blanket to smother it or use a fi re extinguisher. If the fi re is 

behind a closed door or hatch, open it very carefully and squirt a 

fi re extinguisher into the space. 

The last resort: If you can’t contain the fi re, issue a Mayday call, 

get the crew in their lifejackets, and prepare to abandon ship.

Worn insulation was to blame 

for this small electrical fi re 

Trialing a Halotron I extinguisher: 
note how the operator is aiming 

at the base of the fl ames  

The results of an engine compartment 
fi re aboard a mid-size cruiser cruiser 
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SUNCOAST BOAT SHOW
APRIL 15-17, 2016

At Marina Jack in Downtown Sarasota

SHOW DAYS/HOURS

Friday 10 am to 7 pm

Saturday 10 am to 7 pm

Sunday 10 am to 5 pm.

OVER 200 BOATS ON DISPLAY: 

Cruisers, Runabouts, Bowriders, Sportfishers, Center Consoles, Motor Yachts, Inflatables and more.

Shop tents full of electronics, accessories, jewelry, art and clothing all in a festive atmosphere 

with food, drinks, music and much more.

WWW.SHOWMANAGEMENT.COM

Adults $13
Kids Under 15 free

Discounted Tickets Online

PARKING

Located at 1280 N. Palm Ave 

2 blocks from the show
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Also note how few ire extinguishers we’re 
talking about here. In the words of BoatU.S. 
Foundation assistant director of boating safety 
Ted Sensenbrenner, “Coast Guard minimums 

are just that, minimums.” Anyone 
interested in seriously protecting their 
boat from an onboard ire would be 
foolhardy to think so few extinguishers 
would do the job. 

“Sadly,” Sensenbrenner adds, “I 
think far too many people shop for ire 

extinguishers like they shop for lares, just 
looking for the best bargain, when prudence 
tells you they might need something more.”

Imagine, for exmaple, you have a well-estab-
lished galley ire quickly spreading along the 
joinery work by your nav station, and all you 
have to ight it are three B-I units, providing 
a 10-second blast of baking soda each. Better 
hope you use those 10-second blasts wisely! 

Granted, you could also run to get a bucketful 
of water, but remember, once a ire is established 
even a few seconds delay can mean disaster. he 
diference between a basic 5-B.C. B-I and a 1-A, 
10 B.C. B-I capable of ighting all three types of 
ires and containing a good deal more ire sup-
pressant can be as little as $30. Even a top-end 
Halotron I unit is only around $370. 

Same thing with the number and types of 
ire extinguishers you choose to carry: why 

not have at least one small extinguisher in each 
stateroom in addition to a pair of extinguishers 
in the galley and by the engine compartment? 

While you’re at it, Sensenbrenner says, why 
not have at least one of each type at your dis-
posal to ensure you are prepared to deal with 
any type of ire? Dry chemical ire suppres-
sants work great in the galley, while Halotron 
I is especially well suited to ighting ires in an 
enclosed engine space. It also ofers the advan-
tage of not obstructing your vision by illing 
the air with clouds of dust.

You should also consider keeping a ire blan-

A typical B-I 
mounted on a 

bulkhead (left) 
and a gauge 

showing it’s fully 
charged (inset); 
an example of a 
Fire Port (right)
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Months of preparation,
full days of sailing,
star-filled nights. Does it
get any better than this?

Whether it’s racing or
cruising, family boat or
mega-yacht, sailors the
world over trust Sea
Frost to keep the ice
cream solid and the cold
drinks coming all along
the way.

Sea Frost —
Chill Out with a  Winner

Sea Frost, 148 Old Concord Tpke.

Barrington, NH  03825

603-868-5720; www.seafrost.com 

SEA FROST
®

www.forespar.com  |  949.858.8820  

ADVANCED MAINSAIL 

MANAGEMENT

In-Boom Furling
Engineered For Your BoatEnggineeeerreed For YYoouur Boat

  Eight Different Sizes & Models

  Multi-Factor Design Program Assures Fit 

  Better Sail Shape Than In-Mast Furlers  

  Elegant Tapered Styling in Carbon or Aluminum 
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RESOURCES

BoatU.S.

boatus.com

Fire Ports/MarineEast 

marineeast.com

First Alert 

fi rstalert.com

Kidde

kidde.com

West Marine 

westmarine.com

Halotron I extringuishers can be used to fi ght A, B and C fi res 

ket by the galley—these are great for dealing 
with grease i res by starving them of oxygen. 

PLANNING AND PASS
In addition to having the correct equipment 
onboard, you and your crew should always be 
sure to have a i re-i ghting plan in place. Read 
the instruction labels and make sure you are all 
familiar with the various pins, levers or buttons 
employed to activate each extinguisher, so that 
you don’t i nd yourselves fumbling with the 
equipment at the same time your boat’s interior 
is i lling with smoke. 

While you’re at it, double check the gauge 
by each extinguisher’s handle 
to ensure it is adequately 
pressurized. Also inspect for 
corrosion and to see that all 
handles/triggers/brackets 
are in good working order. 
(As skipper these kinds of 
inspections are something you 
should be doing on a monthly 
basis anyway.)

Keep in mind the “PASS” 
approach to i ghting i res: P—

pull the locking pin in the lever or 
button; A—aim low, for the base of 
the i re where the fuel source is, as 
opposed to the l ames themselves; 
S—squeeze the lever or trigger; and 
S—sweep the blast of suppressant 
back and forth across the base of 
the l ames until the i re is out. 

Also be sure to show your crew 
how to isolate the batteries from the electrical 
system so that you aren’t the only one aboard 
capable of dealing with, say, a catastrophic 
short. h is is especially true for on-watch 
crew who might be in charge of the boat when 

you’re in your bunk on passage. Never 
forget that in the case of i re, every 
second counts. 

Finally, consider putting a Fire-Port 
in one of the bulkheads surrounding 
your engine compartment, to ensure 
you can both discover and put out any 
i re that begins there as quickly and 
safely as possible.  

h e beauty of a Fire-Port is that it 
allows you to identify a i re without 
having to open a hatch and thereby 

allowing fresh oxygen in to fan the l ames.You 
can even i ght a i re through the port, maximiz-
ing the ef ectiveness of your ef orts—especially 
when using a Halatron I extinguisher, where 
concentrating the chemical in an enclosed 
space makes it that much more ef ective—and 
protecting you from getting burned.  

According to Nathaniel Boggs of Fire-Port 
manufacturer MarineEast.com, while most of 
his business is with OEMs, retroi tting a port 
to an existing vessel is both cheap and easy. 
Boggs adds that Fire Ports are not just for larger 
vessels, with many manufacturers install them 
in the sides of small outboard wells. 

Again, we’re not talking about a lot of money 
here, and if you ever i nd yourself needing it, 
you’ll be glad it’s there. s

AB Marine Inc

Phone: 401-487-0326

Fax: 401-849-0631

Calculate your new Gori propeller online at:

www.gori-propeller.com

Experience the Diference

3-Blade

508.995.9511

SCHAEFERMARINE.COM  
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T
he problem with propellers on sailboats 
is that when you need them, you need 
them to perform well. When you don’t 

need them, you wish they could just go away. 
h is dichotomy is the motivation behind a slew 
of folding and feathering propeller designs that 
strive for performance under power and low 
drag while sailing. 

I’ve had experience with two of these de-
signs; a Max Prop 2-blade feathering propeller 
we had in service for several years on our Cal 
40, Misirlou, and a Flexofold 3-blade folding 
propeller we borrowed for two seasons. 

Comparing a three-blade folder to a two-blade 
feathering prop seems to me a little like apples 
and oranges, but for a boat owner considering a 
propeller upgrade, either of these might be a rea-
sonable choice, providing your boat’s propeller 

aperture can handle the extra length of a folded 
prop; and, since we now have plenty of experi-
ence with both propellers on the same boat, it 
is possible to draw meaningful comparisons 
between the two, and to better understand the 
virtues and vices of both types of propeller. 

h e i rst lesson we learned was an embar-
rassing one…

ORDERING/SIZING 
YOUR NEW PROPELLER
With great anticipation, we slid out of the slings 
with our shiny new folding prop. We i red up 
the diesel, dropped the transmission into for-
ward and inched the throttle up, prepared for 
the swirl of prop wash in our wake that would 
push us away from the dock, and… nothing.

It turns out our test propeller was grossly mis-

specii ed for the boat. (We had to use a GoPro 
camera strapped to the boat hook to coni rm it 
hadn’t fallen of .) h e culprit was a miscommu-
nication with Flexofold about the i nal drive gear 
ratio. h is emphasizes the importance of getting 
your data right when ordering a new propeller. 

h e supplier will need to know your boat’s 
waterline length, beam, hull form, displacement, 
engine horsepower, maximum rpm and gear ra-
tio. h ey will also need to know the particulars 
of your propeller shat , rotation direction, bear-
ings, and any size limitations that might af ect 
clearance between the prop and hull, rudder or 
surrounding structures. With most newer boats, 
this is a simple check with the manufacturer. 
In the case of a 50-year-old Cal 40 on her third 
engine and with a transmission that happens to 
be mounted backwards, and with a Vee drive 

Beating the Drag
Folding and feathering propellers are compared on the same boat by Tom Egan

Feathering or folding, 
two blades or three or 
more; what’s the right 
propeller for you?
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that may or may not have been rebuilt with a 
dif erent gear ratio, we could throw the original 
manufacturer’s data overboard. 

We ended up wrapping string around the 
crankshat  output and the propeller shat , 
downstream of the transmission and Vee drive, 
and measured the change in length at er a few 
cranks of the in-gear engine. Knowing the 
diameter of the two shat s, a little high school 
math told us the number of turns of each, the 
ratio of which was our i nal gear ratio. Another 
Cal 40 surprise was that our 1¼ in prop shat  
had a 1⅛in taper, but the nut for a 1¼in shat . 
h rough all of these oddities and false starts, 
the staf  at Flexofold were patient, cheerful and 
extremely helpful. It also helps that the Flexo-
fold is modular and easily accommodated the 
new shat  nut, and swapping the blades to the 
correct diameter and pitch needed for the real 
gear ratio was a simple six-bolt task that did not 
require pulling of  the hub.

h e workmanship on these folding propellers 
is outstanding. h e beautiful contours on each 
of the Flexofold’s three CNC-machined blades 
would be worthy of an Anish Kapoor sculpture. 
h e design is elegantly simple. Gear teeth at the 
root of each blade engage its neighbors to the 
right and let . h e blades are identical, so they 
don’t have to arranged in any specii c order. A 
het y polyurethane block pads each blade as it 
snaps open, minimizing the jarring clunk when 
the prop is put in gear. A bronze cap over the 
gear works claims to keep barnacles and mus-
sels at bay. h e trailing end of the assembly is 
crowned by a zinc that streamlines the hub.

Similarly, while the Max Prop is more 
functional than beautiful, it is also a well-made 
product. Indeed, ours has seen over 15 years of 
service and performed l awlessly until the day 
we swapped it for this propeller test.

THE THRUST OF THE MATTER
Once the new blades were installed and the boat 
re-launched, we repeated the dock departure 
that so disappointed last time. Not so this time. 
h e dif erence in thrust pulling away from the 
dock was amazing. In terms of low-speed thrust, 
the three-blade folder has it all over the two-
blade feathering prop. A little increase in revs 
and we were pushed away from the dock with 
plenty of speed for maneuverability. 

It is worth noting that for situations like 
motoring out of the marina or down the 
channel to your favorite sailing grounds, it is 
not that important to have lots of thrust. In l at 
water, any prop that can get you close to hull 

Gori offers both two- and three-blade folding propellers, the latter with a fuel-effi cient 

“overdrive” function. Gori, gori-propeller.com

Flexofold has a range of two- and three-blade folding propellers, including a brand-new 

composite two-blade prop. Flexofold, fl exofold.com

Ewol manufactures the E3 three-blade feathering propeller. Ewol, ewoltech.it

Bruntons sells a host of propeller options, notably their two- and three-blade Autoprop 

feathering propellers and their two-, three- and four-blade Varifold folding propellers. Bruntons 

Propellers, bruntons-propellers.com

Max Prop offers a wide array of feathering low drag props, with two-, three-, four-, and fi ve-

blade options. Max Prop, pyiinc.com

Variprop has a range of adjustable pitch, automatic feathering two-, three-, and four-blade 

propellers, and larger two- and three-blade Variprofi le propellers.  

J Prop sells two-, three-, and four-blade feathering propellers. J Prop, betamarinenc.vom

Kiwi Prop offers three- and four-blade feathering propellers. Kiwi Prop, kiwiprop.us

Martec makes three-blade folding propellers and they are the U.S. importer for Seahawk’s 

two- and three-blade Autostream feathering propellers. Martec, martec-props.com

Seahawk offers two- and three-blade folding propellers and three- and four-blade feathering 

propellers. Seahawk, seahawk.com.au

Slipstream’s line of two- and three-blade folding propellers is the result of a collaboration 

between Seahawk, Martec and Austral Propellers; info about the Slipstream propellers can be 

found at each of the company’s websites.  

Gori 

3-blade 

Flexofold 

2-blade

Varifold 

3-blade

Ewol E3

Kiwiprop

Variprop

J Prop
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Max Prop
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speed is all you need. Where reserve thrust 
pays of  is in rough conditions. As anyone who 
has bashed upwind in a smoky southwester 
in Buzzards Bay can tell you, steep chop on 
the nose can bring your forward progress to a 
crawl, unless you have a little extra oomph to 
push through it.

REVERSE THRUST
When many of us think of folding propellers, 
we remember the skinny little streamlined 
wisps of folding props that started showing up 
on racing boats in the 1970s—barely adequate 
in forward, and completely useless in reverse, 
as the hydrodynamic forces tended to fold the 
prop, but hey, low drag is the name of the game, 
right? Fortunately folding prop technology has 
come a long way since the 1970s, and the Flexo-
fold has plenty of reverse thrust, just not as 
much as in forward. h e feathering Max Prop, 
on the other hand, has symmetrical blades that 
pitch both ways, giving exactly the same thrust 
in reverse as in forward. Advantage: feathering. 
h at said, we had gotten used to the phenom-
enal stopping power of the Max Prop and just 
had to plan our dock approaches a little more 

With the props changed, 

Misirlou is ready to sail

SPLICE LINE
LIFELINE HARDWARE

Our new Splice Line fittings allow you to easily 

splice hi tech Dyneema line to standard lifeline 

fittings.  These new Spice Line fittings are 

machined out of 6061-T6 aluminum and then 

hard anodized.  They are designed to be light 

weight and easy on the line.

Splice 
Line 
Kits

Boomtents

Custom Frames

Full Covers

Protect your investment! 
Easy to assemble, custom made

Winter Covers & Frames OR

Frameless Boomtents

Both systems protect your

boat year after year.

Zipper door included

Simple tubular frames

Breathable material

620 Ella T. Grasso Blvd

New Haven, CT 06519

call: 203-787-2322

www.fairclough.com



carefully with the Flexofold. By the end of the 
season the diference in stopping power was 
completely acceptable.

NOW, ABOUT DRAG…
Of course, the whole reason for having a fold-
ing or feathering propeller, as opposed to the 
old reliable ixed-blade variety, is for reduced 
drag while sailing, and this new generation of 
propellers is slippery indeed. Drag comes in 
two lavors: form drag and skin friction. he 
former relates to the bulk of the body pushing 
the water aside, the latter relates to the surface 
area the water lows over. 

he feathering Max Prop has a skinny hub 
and when the lat, non-twisted blades line up 
with the slipstream, it presents a very small 
proile form. However, both sides of both 
blades have water lowing over them, and there-
fore they have a greater wetted surface than the 
folder that hides one side of each blade from 
the slipstream. On the other hand, the three 
blades of the folder don’t overlap perfectly and 
leave a blunt triangle at the trailing edge of the 
prop. So, with the feathering prop optimized 
for minimum proile, and the folder optimized 

for minimum wetted surface, our guess is that 
both props do a similar job of eliminating drag. 

here is one additional distinct advantage to 
the folding design while sailing—it does not 
hook seaweed, loating debris, or that terror of 
the Maine coast, the lobster pot. You can mini-
mize your risk of hooking something with the 
two-blade feathering prop by lining the blades 
up vertically with the keel and ixing the angle 
by putting the transmission in gear at just the 
right moment, or with a shat locking device, 
but who needs the extra aggravation? 

FUEL EFFICIENCY
his is one area that surprised us. One of the 
few constants in life, like death, taxes, and 
too much wind when taking your newbie 
friends out for their irst sail, was that with 
her Max Prop Misirlou burned 0.76 gallons 
of diesel per hour at her cruising speed of 6.2 
knots at 2,700 RPM. Last year’s annual cruise 
to Maine—a lat, windless 90 nautical mile 
passage—was disappointing from the sailing 
perspective, but proved an ideal experiment 
for fuel consumption. 

We topped of the tank in Marblehead, Mas-

sachusetts, and again at Great Island Boatyard 
in Quahog Bay, Maine, taking on 12.9 gal-
lons with 14.7 engine hours recorded on the 
tachometer, for a fuel consumption rate of 
0.88 gallons per hour. We repeated the experi-
ment on the return trip with similar results—a 
16 percent hit on fuel consumption. Gener-
ally speaking, two-blade propellers are more 
eicient than three-blade, a fact conirmed by 
Flexofold on their web site. Loss of eiciency is 
the price we paid for all that thrust.

CONCLUSIONS
Like most things in life, choosing a propel-
ler comes down to compromise and personal 
preference. Despite her Cal 40 racing pedigree, 
Misirlou has mostly been retired to being a 
cruising boat, and the diesel breeze is liberally 
applied when the wind is light, on the nose, or 
we are just in a hurry to get someplace. Using 
that justiication, the low-speed maneuvering 
power and added head-sea punch of the three-
blade propeller should be a no-brainer. On the 
other hand, no one likes to sail slow. We keep 
Misirlou’s bottom smooth and obsess about sail 
trim for the sheer joy of sailing fast. Just know-
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ing one of the boat’s appendages isn’t as quite 
as streamlined as it could be is irksome. h at, 
combined with the reduced fuel ei  ciency, 
would make us think carefully about switching 
permanently to a three-blade prop.

Looking back, perhaps the best propeller op-
tion for us is the one we did not try in this test. 
Flexofold makes a two-blade standard folding 
propeller and a two-blade racing folding propel-
ler that appear to have some of the best qualities 

of all the propeller options—ei  cient shape with 
optimum helical blade twist, low wetted surface 
area and optimal form for miniscule drag, no 
risk of hooking debris, and modern blade bal-
ance for adequate reverse thrust.

In the i nal analysis, any of the modern low-
drag propellers of er a huge sailing performance 
advantage over i xed-blade propellers, and a 
signii cant powering performance advantage 
over the earlier generations of folding props. 

Both the Max Prop and Flexofold propeller 
lines—and indeed, most of the other low-drag 
propellers I’ve looked at—give every indication 
of being extremely well made and, assuming 
you don’t provide the wrong sizing data to the 
manufacturer like we did, you could not go 
wrong picking one that i ts your boat. s

Tom Egan sails Misirlou out of Marblehead, 

Massachusetts

The Flexofold was 
easy to install

The blades we should 
have had from the 

start are on the left

Why folding props don’t 
snag lobster pot lines!

THE GREEN 
ALTERNATIVE



MAY 17-21: SEMINARS / MAY 19-21: IN-WATER BOAT SHOW
PORT OF ANACORTES MARINA, ANACORTES, WA

THE POWER CRUISING AUTHORITY

BOAT SHOW.  EDUCATION.  RENDEZVOUS.

THE NATION’S PREMIER CRUISING EVENT

VISIT TRAWLERFEST.COM TODAY TO REGISTER!

to our TRAWLERFEST 2016 SPONSORS

trawlerfest@passagemaker.comOR954-703-4789   

ROSE POINT
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
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BOAT

WORKS

A

Bilges can be mucky places, so make sure 
there’s enough slack in pipes and cables to get 
blocked pumps out.

B

A plastic crate with garden mesh at the bottom 
creates both a filter for fine particulates that 
can catch any soap and hair, and a coarse filter 
to keep out labels, paper or plastic. 

C

Float switches can fail if they are covered in 
muck. Raising them up to be activated by another 
float switch located beneath is one solution.

D

Electronic sensors, kept well clear of the water, 
can trigger pumps, alarms and even send text 
messages if the pumps run too much. 

E

A stick that pops up in the cockpit, connected  
to a float in the bilge, is a simple warning device. 

F

A big emergency pump, clear of the muck, only 
cuts in if the normal pump can’t cope.

G

A drip tray or absorbent pads help keep oil out 
of the bilges.

H

Some old boats had brass chains rove through 
their limber holes (drains) so they could be 
jiggled to remove any buildup of muck. A 
refinement is to add a length of elastic bungee 
cord at one end to pull the chain back.

I

In some countries it‘s illegal to discharge mucky 
bilge water straight over the side, and large 
fines may be imposed if the authorities see 
telltale oil slicks near your boat. Special in-line 
filters can be plumbed in to remove any harmful 
substances. Or a diverter valve can be used to 
catch suspect bilge water in a jerry can.

J

Big storm anchors and keel spanners can get 
forgotten in the bilge. Do check occasionally to 
ensure that they’re dry and secure. 

K

Tin cans often end up there too, and can lose their 
labels and rust. So protect them against chafe 
and seal several together in a plastic bag. Be sure, 
though, to wash and dry them first to remove any 
possible bug eggs lurking under the rims!

Dick Everitt has sailed thousands of miles 

in various parts of the world. He has been an 

illustrator, journalist and engineer for more 

than 40 years

A

Bilges by Dick EverittB

C

D

G

J

H

K
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VENTED LOOP

VENTED LOOP SOLENOID

ELECTRONIC Y-VALVE

CONNECTORS

SANIFLEX

HOLDING TANKS

SEACOCK

MONITORED BALL VALVE

FL LOCATION: 
 
954-525-0378

NJ LOCATION: 856-825-4900

SINGLE SOURCE FOR ALL
YOUR SANITATION NEEDS

ODYSSEY 

SUPERLIGHT

SUPERIOR DESIGN

PREMIUM QUALITY 100%
NORTH AMERICAN BUILT

US COMPANY

We put the extra effort in design and 

quality of our products to help you make 

the most of being on the water. Check out 

our full product line at walkerbay.com

AIRIS KAYAKS
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ASK SAIL
BOAT

WORKS

DON CASEY HAS WRITTEN MANY 

BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON MARINE 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

GORDON WEST IS AN ELECTRONICS 

EXPERT WHO SPECIALIZES IN RADIO 

COMMUNICATIONS

NIGEL CALDER IS AN AUTHOR AND 

EXPERT ON BOAT SYSTEMS AND 

DIESEL ENGINES

BRIAN HANCOCK IS A SAILMAKER, 

WHITBREAD RACE VETERAN AND 

CREATOR OF ALLABOUTSAILS.COM

REVIVING NONSKID ON DECK
Q: he molded-in nonskid is becoming less 
and less nonskid on the side decks and fore-
decks of my old 35-footer. I’m thinking the 
easiest thing to do is apply some kind of paint 
with an abrasive in it, but I assume it will either 
not work or look odd because of the nonskid 
pattern. What should I do?

Carl Merritt, Seattle, WA

 
DON CASEY REPLIES 
How it looks is not going to seem 
important as you tread water while 

your boat’s transom disappears beyond the 
next wave. If your deck footing is not secure, 
correcting this should be high priority. To 
minimize the visual impact, you can simply 
paint the textured surface a matching color and 
include a non-skid additive, typically some type 
of natural or synthetic grit. Done properly this 
will improve the footing, but like all deck paint, 
it has a limited lifespan. Most sailors ind a 
rubberized deck paint—Durabak 18, KiwiGrip 

or something similar—to be less abrasive and 
more secure than grit additives. Here you will 
have to live with the colors available, which 
may indeed change the appearance of your 
boat. In both cases you will need to prepare 
the textured surface by washing and cleaning 
thoroughly with solvent, then sanding and 
probably attacking the area with a wire brush 
to give tooth to the low surfaces of the texture. 
Lots of aging boats have their textured decks 
successfully renewed with a paint-on product. 
he ultimate solution to slippery decks is to 
grind away the texture and cover the deck with 
a non-skid overlay such as Treadmaster. his 
type of product will give you a tree-frog grip on 
your boat, a good thing to have whenever you 
sail farther from shore than you can swim.

GROUNDING QUANDARY
Q: I have a question about an isolated shat I 
have. All my battery negatives are connected to 
the engine. But the engine is isolated from the 
shat, and there is no connection with seawater. 

I also have a grounding plate with nothing 
connected to it. Would you recommend that 
I connect negative bus bars to this grounding 
plate to establish seawater connection?

Ned Chamberlain, 

via sailmail@sailmagazine.com

NIGEL CALDER REPLIES 
his is somewhat more complicated 
than you might think! Do you have 

an AC system on the boat, like a battery charger 
or any AC appliances powered by shorepower 
and/or a generator? If so, for various safety 
reasons the American Boat and Yacht Council 
standards that are used in the United States call 
for the AC grounding connection (the green 
wire) to be connected to the DC negative, with 
both connected to the water. However, the min-
ute you make this connection to the water you 
increase the risk of corroding any underwater 
metal that is in any way tied to the DC negative.

If you don’t have an AC system and any 
underwater metal such as through-hulls are 
made of a corrosion-resistant material (like 
bronze) I would leave things alone. (Although 
be sure to add a sacriicial anode to your 
propeller shat.) If you do have an AC system, 
to comply with U.S. standards you should 
make the connection to the water, but you will 
then need sacriicial anodes and preferably 
a galvanic isolator on your shorepower cord 
to ward of corrosion. here is also another 
alternative that is used in Europe, which is 
to not add the connection to the water and 
instead add the equivalent of a ground fault 
circuit interrupter (GFCI—the things we have 
in our kitchens and bathrooms at home) to 
the incoming shorepower cord. he marine 
equivalent that you need is known as an 
equipment leakage circuit interrupter (ELCI) 
and is available from marine electrical outlets, 
such as Blue Sea Systems. (Note that a shore-
side GFCI will not do.)

Worn nonskid is far 

more than just an 

aesthetic issue 



Got a question for our experts? Send 
it to sailmail@sailmagazine.com

A LOW-COST AIS TEST 
Q: Do I need to buy an expensive VHF test 
meter to check my AIS antenna, which is 
separate from my normal VHF antenna?  

T. Rabie, Norfolk, VA

GORDON WEST REPLIES 
First of all, VHF antenna test meters 
are not all that expensive. Check out 

the Shakespeare ART-3, which I’ve seen on sale 
for under $100. Beyond that, a simple no-cost 
VHF antenna check is to tune in some VHF 
(wx) channels, and i nd one of the stations 
coming in weak with noise. Now remove your 
normal VHF antenna connector and attach the 
AIS antenna lead-in connector. If that same 
weak weather station is no longer received and 
you aren’t even picking up your usually strong 
normal weather station, then you do, indeed, 
have a problematic AIS antenna system. Most 
likely, the AIS antenna is i ne, but it has a bad 
connection in the coaxial cable. 

SWITCHING TO MAINSAIL SLIDES
Q: I sail an old Lightning just for fun—no rac-
ing—and was thinking of putting slides on the 
main in place of the boltrope that’s there now 
so that it will be that much easier for a single 
person to raise. (No feeding into the groove 
while hoisting.) Is this a good idea, and how 
would I go about doing it?

Charles Baker,  Bloomington, IN

BRIAN HANCOCK REPLIES
I think that’s a great idea, especially 
if you are just using the boat for 

fun. You will need to see if there is a way that 
you can feed the slides into the track and 
then close the track of  so that the slides do 
not come out when you hoist the sail. h is 
will involve some kind of retroi t. h e feed 
slot should also be above the stack height of 
the slides: stack height being how high the 
slides stack upon themselves when the sail is 
completely lowered. As as far as adding slides 

to the sail, this is a simple job that any sail-
maker can do for you. h ey will just remove 
the bolt rope and add the slides by webbing 
them on through a grommet pressed into the 
sail. One word of caution: adding slides to the 
luf  will add an inch or so of foot length, so if 
your outhaul length is at max, you may have 

a problem. Your sailmaker can compensate 
by removing some fabric from the luf  so it’s 
worth checking. And you are correct, it is 
much easier hoisting and lowering the sail 
with slides. But don’t forget you will have to 
have your mainsail cover modii ed or buy a 
new one to accommodate the stack height. s

Switch out an AIS 
antenna as a means 
of checking it 

THIS IS MY HANDLE. 
THIS IS MY DOG.

You bring your own gloves.  

You have the perfect sunglasses.  

But you hop aboard happy to spin  

any handle you find? Tacks and hoists  

and douses are what you do. This is a Harken  

Carbo OneTouch® Handle. Make one your own. 

And bring your own.

TRIMMER. 

STATUS: 
IN A RELATIONSHIP.

CRASH TACK  
PORT TACK LAYLINE.
2/10/15

PRO TIP: STICK IT 
WHERE YOU CAN 
GRAB IT.

RINSE. 
MCLUBE. 
REPEAT.

OneTouch is a registered trademark of Donald J. Steiner. www.harken.com/customize-your-handle
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he irst sunset set the tone for the 
week. I’ve been lucky enough to see 
dozens of them at sea, in some of the 

most beautiful places in the world, but that 
irst evening anchored in Belize was nothing 
short of surreal. he sky turned blood-orange 
red, and the line of palm-topped cayes to the 
west seemed to loat above the sea, golden 
rays piercing the palm fronds and turning the 
water a dappled pink.

In one way, the sunsets were the highlight 
of our week in terms of natural beauty. Belize’s 
barrier reef, the longest in the northern hemi-
sphere, is best appreciated when seen from 
air, where a breathtaking palette of greens and 
blues and browns dotted with the tiny islands 
known as cayes spread out beneath you like an 
aquatic magic carpet. 

From the deck of our charter catamaran, all 
we could see was the sparkling water and the 
dark blobs of the cayes, many no more than 
sand spits, some capable of housing small 
villages, others merely ambitious mangrove 
clusters digging their roots into sand-and-
coral outcrops. 

You soon learn the rules of tropic-water 
sailing here. Go west in the mornings, with 
the sun high and behind you so you can pick 
out the water colors that indicate depth. In the 
aternoons, head east, away from the shoreline 
where distant mountains thrust jagged peaks 
skyward. In the evenings, make sure you are 
anchored snugly in the lee of a caye, watching 

the easterly trade wind ru
e the palm trees 
while you sip your sundowner.  

Holding can be poor here, where sand is 
oten spread thinly over densely packed coral 
rock. As we found out on several occasions, two 
anchors are better than one. For this and other 
reasons, chartering in Belize is not for green-
horns. here are few navigation aids, and the 
charts in the cruising guide are hand-drawn. 
Pilotage is line-of-sight, always with an eye on 
the water color. Your electronic charts won’t do 
you any good here. Although we never touched 
bottom with our cat, which drew 4t, we came 
awfully close a few times. Keep your wits about 
you, and you’ll be well rewarded.

We sailed out of Placencia in the south, 
a charming little town that makes a perfect 
spring board for excursions to the Mayan 
ruins in the interior and to the nearby 
rainforest where troops of howler monkeys 
hoot and holler in the treetops and alligators 

sunbathe on the riverbanks. Further north, the 
bigger islands and cayes are busier, though still 
far from crowded. And you’ll enjoy perfect 
sunsets from any one of them. s

CHARTER CHAT
Horizon Yacht Charters is ofering a 15 percent 

discount on bareboats out of its Antigua, Tortola 

and Grenada bases. horizonyachtcharters.com

�e Moorings is ofering a 15 percent discount on 

April charters out of any of its Caribbean bases. 

moorings.com

Belize It

25 km

BELIZE

Sunset over  
Caye Caulker, Belize

Hot Spot

Sunsets and sandy 

beaches in the  

Caribbean Sea  

by Peter Nielsen

Placencia

Punta Gorda

GUATEMALA

MEXICO

Caribbean 
Sea

BELIZE





“I attended this course with my wife and three of our children. Our instructor 

was very patient and made sure everyone understood the material. 

We all loved the course. Thanks again for such a memorable sailing experience!”

Jeff Breymaier • Maumee, OH 
Learn to Sail

Florida • New York Harbor • British Virgin Islands

Day Sailing • Bareboat Charter Cruising • Performance Sailing 
Team Building Programs

OffshoreSailing.com | 888.454.8002

OVER 130,000 GRADUATES SINCE 1964

“The best family learning  
experience under the sun”



UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS
on the water

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS
on the water

Call 877.794.9129 or visit moorings.com/sail

Escape the Cold, 
Experience Paradise...
Leave winter cold in your wake on a Moorings yacht 
charter, available in more than 20 destinations 
throughout the Caribbean and beyond.

Whether you’re taking the helm of a traditional 
monohull; sailing with ease on a state-of-the-art 
catamaran; or relaxing as a Moorings skipper makes 
the voyage virtually effortless—vacations come to life 
in a whole new way when you charter with us.

UNFORG ETTAB LL

7 794 9129

NFORGET TABNFORGET TABFORGET TAORGETGETRG T





Leader in Sailing Education Since 1983

Since the beginning our dedication to making 
sailing available to anyone wanting to learn has 
never changed. Originally created in 1983, our 
advanced, easy to teach, standardized educational
program is now available in over 300 ASA schools 
worldwide. 

Over the years we have certified over 7000 ASA 
professional sailing instructors that have taught
over half a million people to sail, as well as issuing 
an additional half a million certifications for 
advanced skills from Basic Coastal Cruising to 
Offshore Passage Making.

ASA is constantly developing new and exciting ways to make 
teaching sailing easier. We have a new boat, built just for our
schools by Beneteau.  We have a new and comprehensive
book about the hottest segment of the sailboat market, 
larger cruising cats. And we are developing exciting,
interactive on-line teaching aids, including a revolutionary 
new 3-D video game, all
designed to reinforce ASA’s
on   the water training. 

BUT THE FUN ALWAYS STARTS AT ASA.COM

SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE

OTHER THINGS DO

You can take sailing lessons, from a fun Basic Sailing course to Offshore 
Passage Making, at any one of ASA’s 300 locations.  You can join other ASA 
certified sailors on a flotilla in an exotic location.  You can take a relaxing
day sail in your own backyard or you can explore skippering your own yacht 
on a dream charter vacation at findmycharter.com.  Let ASA give you the 
confidence you need to live the lifestyle of your dreams.

B A S I C | C O A S T A L  | O F F S H O R E
A S A . C O M / L E A R N



Leave from Historic Downtown Annapolis 
and explore the best cruising the Chesapeake
has to ofer! Find serenity in quiet protected 
anchorages or stay in lively marinas while you
explore quaint towns of St. Michaels, Rock 
Hall, Baltimore, Solomons Island, Oxford & 
Tilghman Island.

• Daily, Weekend and Week Captained and
Bareboat Charters

• Provisioning and Personal Concierge Services

Choose from the largest
fleet of NEW luxuriously
appointed Jeanneau 
Yachts and Fountaine Pajot
Catamarans.

VACATION ON THE 
CHESAPEAKE

443-949-9481  |  cruise-annapolis.com
222 Severn Avenue, Suite 36, Bldg 15, Annapolis, MD 21403

Atlantic Cruising Yachts

Call today to speak with a “Cruising” Vacation Specialist!

Book 4 or More Nights and Enjoy a Night FREE

Ask

About Our 

Learn-To-Sail 

ASA Vacation 

Packages

BYC has the best fl eet of NEW Jeanneau models anywhere in the USA.  This means easier, faster, and more 
fun sailing.   And more comfortable for you and your family.  From the all new Jeanneau Yacht 54 to the 

Jeanneau 409 and Jeanneau 44DS, our charter fl eet is well equipped and supported by an excellent team.

Our charter fleet is located in New England’s best cruising region a mere seven miles from Providence, RI airport, nestled in a 
beautiful full service marina with new pool, facilities and restaurant.  Our fast, easy to sail, comfortable new Jeanneau models are 

complimented by our 24/7 service and friendly charter staff.

All New Jeanneau Yacht 54”New Jeanneau 44DS

Book before April 30 for 2016 to receive a 7% discount.  Our fleet was oversold for most of the summer last year.

TOLL FREE: 877.695.6538    EMAIL: bluenoseyachts@gmail.com    MAINE: 866.771.9935         facebook.com/BluenoseYachts
Maine - Boston - Warwick - NEWPORT, RI - Noank, CT - Stamford, CT

www.BluenoseYachts.com
  



U.S., British & Spanish Virgin Islands

Catamarans l Monohulls l Bareboat l Skippered

Reservations: U.S. & Canada +800-944-2962 | International +386-210-4155

Sailing IndulgenceSailing Indulgence

CYOA Yacht Charters   Frenchtown Marina l St. Thomas USVI | email: info@cyoacharters.com l cyoacharters.com



Since 1989!

888.784.8461/ 954.763.8464

Available at 

sailmagazine.com/store

Photo courtesy of Leopard

 FEATURING

• Mainsail Furling

• Hauling a Cat

• Speed Sailing

• Latest Boats

• Charters



  

SAIL'S 
FEATURED LISTINGS Brokerage

2010 SOUTHERLY 57RS 
4 feet of water? No problem with the Southerly push button swing keel. No other keel compares! Push a button & adjust the drat 
from just 3’ 6” all the way to 10’ 9”, increasing safety & performance on all points of sail. �is luxurious, powerful, blue water                         
performance yacht has a carbon rig - power furling high quality sails - powered winches - hydraulic retractable bow sprit - bow and 
stern  thrusters - immense cockpit - hydraulic transom door (makes a great bathing platform) opens to a large storage area - elegant 
raised salon with panoramic views - spacious master stateroom - a chefs galley - impressive electronics suite. Highly maintained 
and upgraded. Easily handled by 2 people. Ofered at $1,475,000.

S&J Yachts
Annapolis, MD | Rock Hall, MD | Deltaville, VA | Charleston, SC

Phone: 410-639-2777 | Email: info@sjyachts.com | www.SJYACHTS.com

2008 ISLAND PACKET 465
It’s like this boat has been in a time capsule! She is like a new yacht 
that has just been delivered except the brightwork is even better! 
Hinckley maintained, covered & stored inside a heated building. 
Hardly used & very pampered! Just 51 hrs on the engine & 4 hrs on 
the generator. Furling main – Electric winches – Hinckley bright-
work – Bow thruster – Full enclosure - Large at deck with immense 
storage under… Huge savings of over $340,000 - An incredible       
opportunity! Balance of warranty conveys. Ofered at $479,000.

S&J Yachts
Annapolis, MD | Rock Hall, MD | Deltaville, VA | Charleston, SC

Phone: 410-639-2777 | Email: info@sjyachts.com 
www.SJYACHTS.com

2014 JEANNEAU 409
�ree cabins, two full heads, bow thruster, autopilot, dodger,      
bimini, full electronics with radar, deluxe main salon table, mi-
crowave, vhf, radio/TV, and more. �e Jeanneau 409 has been 
one of the most successful 40 t sailboats sold worldwide over 
the past several years. �is one shows like new. Sold new for 
$282,569, lightly used one season, looks new, still with warranty 
asking $219,000.

Bluenose Yacht Sales
Phone: 401-855-4355

BluenoseYachts@gmail.com
www.BluenoseYachts.com
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1994 J130 2014 Jeanneau 409 1987 J 40 2012 Jeanneau 53

67’ 1953 Abeking & Rasmussen Yawl ...............................$450,000
55' 1994 Oyster 55 Pilothouse 55.... ................................ .$395,000
55’ 1984 Baltic 55 ...............................................................$319,000
54' 1993 Pilothouse Cutter (Launched in 2004) ..............$149,500
53’ 2012 Jeanneau 53....four staterooms, well equipped, never chartered $439,000
53’ 2003 Amel Super Maramu...$90,000 upgrades; sails & electronics, mint .$358,800
52'  1981 IRWIN 52, completely refit in past 5 years.. ..... ...$178,900
50’ 1999 Bavaria 50 ...........................................................$169,500
47’ 1987 Alan Warwick Custom Offshore..........................$339,000
45’ 2005 Majorca Flybridge Trawler....REDUCED PRICE ..........$325,000
45’ 2005 Jeanneau 45 .............................................................. $179,900
44’ 1980 C&C Landfall......................................................... $ 4 4 , 5 0 0
44’ 1989 C&C 44.................................................................. $ 8 9 , 0 0 0
43'  2006 Jeanneau 43DS...well equipped.. .................... ..$254,900
43' 1989 Cheoy Lee PEDRICK 43 ....................................... $157,500
42'   1930 Rhodes 42.....famous in Chicago race circles ................ $ 8 9 , 0 0 0
42’ 2000 Bavaria 42...........................................................$148,000
42’ 1994 J Boat J130...........................................................$174,900

42’ 1990 Hunter 42 Passage................................................$89,900
39’ 2011 Hunter 39............................................................................... $147,500
39’ 1991 Catalina Morgan 381.............................................$139,000
38’ 2006 Hunter 38.............................................................$139,500
41’ 2000 Hunter 410..........................................................$120,000
41’ 2014 Jeanneau 41 DS.....mint ....................................... $234,000
40’ 2014  Jeanneau 409 with warranty, fully equipped $50,000 below new $229,800
40’ 1987 J 40....blue hull color, very good condition .............................$89,500
40’ 1999 Jeanneau 40DS....one owner boat and excellent cond. low hours ..$95,000
37'  1990 J 37C - shoal draft, new engine 2008  ... .. ...........$65,000
37’    2006 Beneteau 373 .................................................... $139,000
36’ 1985 Omega 36 ............................................................. $ 5 4 , 0 0 0
36’ 1994 Hunter 36 .............................................................. $ 4 4 , 5 0 0
36’ 1984 Catalina 36 ........................................................... $ 4 4 , 9 0 0
36’ 2001 Beneteau 361.........................................................$75,000
34’ 2015 Jeanneau 349..low hours, nicely equipped, still warrantied.  only $135,000
33’ 1981 Stonington Odyssey 33................................................................. $59,500

 PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE QUALITY LISTINGS AND NEW BOATS

TOLL FREE: 877.695.6538    EMAIL: bluenoseyachts@gmail.com    401.855.4355          facebook.com/BluenoseYachts
One Commercial Wharf, Newport, Rhode Island

www.BluenoseYachts.com
  

SPARKMAN        STEPHENS

sistership

New - Improved - Open 30, Classically Elegant

h is new model has many exciting upgrades and improvements  such as:

∙ Ei  cient, quiet, no maintenance Electric Drive (or diesel engine) 
∙ 42% larger cockpit - wider and longer. 

∙ Similar interior arrangement - enclosed head. 

∙ Sleeps four. 

∙ No maintenance, faux teak toe rail and hand rails.



NEW, award winning Jeanneau 349 - now in stock in RI

� e Jeanneau 409, three cabin, two heads, full electronics, bow thruster, autopilot, in water ready to go with a 
$49,000 discount. Or our new Jeanneau 349 judged as one of the best new models in Europe and USA.  We have 
one in stock that has nice performance package and test sails have shown she is fun, easy to sail with one person 
and fast.  BRAND NEW 389 JUST ARRIVED...and other double $$ discounts available on all 2015 stock boats.

Jeanneau 409

NEW JEANNEAU 54

NEW JEANNEAU 64 SALONA 38

Boston, MA 617-331-8140Warwick, RI 401-300-2988



To see more details about this and all other yachts around the globe, please visit our website at

2002 47’ Beneteau - $206,900
Michael Martin - 440.781.8201

1972 37’ Irwin - $32,500  
Michael Martin - 440.781.8201

1980 47’ Mariner - $130,00 
Curtis Stokes - 954.684.0218

1976 35’ Fuji - $44,500 
Michael Martin - 440.781.8201

1980 44’ Cherubini - $225,000
Curtis Stokes - 954.684.0218

1975 29’ Ericson - $16,800 
Curtis Stokes - 954.684.0218

1987 47’ Bristol - $225,000  
Barbara Burke - 904.310.5110

1995 36’ Catalina - $68,500
Greg Merritt - 813.294.9288

1979 46’ Brewer - $93,900
Barbara Burke - 904.310.5110

1989 33’ Siltala Nauticat - $94,750
Michael Martin - 440.781.8201

1978 38’ Seafarer - $29,500 
Michael Martin - 440.781.8201

1978 28’ Pearson - $9,900 
Curtis Stokes - 954.684.0218



1.855.266.5676 | 954.684.0218 | info@curtisstokes.net

2002 56’ Atlantis 1976 43’ Gulfstar1996 51’ Little Harbor

1988 40’ Hans Christian 2006 39’ Bavaria1988 39’ Corbin

1992 42’ Catalina1998 42’ Catalina 1999 42’ Hunter

1985 35’ Ta Shing

Thinking of selling your boat?   
List with us and add your boat to our sold list!

1987 38’ Cabo Rico

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD



 

 SOUTHWEST HARBOR, MAINE (207) 244-5531 BOB POOLER - BPOOLER@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM

SOUTHWEST HARBOR, MAINE (207) 664-8111 WYTHE INGEBRITSON - WINGEBRITSON@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM 
PORTSMOUTH, RHODE ISLAND (401) 578-2919 JOE DWYER - JDWYER@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND (401) 418-2188  JACK ERBES - JERBES@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM

HARBOR SPRINGS, MICHIGAN (231) 526-4378 MARTY LETTS - MLETTS@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM

STUART, FLORIDA (561) 262-3900 TRIPPER VINCENT - TVINCENT@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM

NAPLES, FLORIDA  (205) 389-0944 WHITNEY BRACKIN - WBRACKIN@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM

 TheHinckleyCompany.com

Since 1928

2003 HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 52   

OUT OF POCKET is the last Sou’wester 52 built and in brilliant condition, highly 
recommended. Recent new generator and stripped/revarnished brighwork. Leisure 
Furl, electric winches, AirC, 3-stateroom, gloss interior varnished cherry. $650,000 
SOUTHWEST HARBOR, ME  

1997 HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 42 MK II          

FREE SPIRIT defies the calendar! Constantly upgraded, meticulously maintained since 
launching. Beautifully appointed, set up for short-handed sailing. Offered now for the first 
time. She is a must see before settling for anything less.  $725,000 ROCKPORT, ME

2006 MORRIS M36 DAYSAILER       

Simple Elegance, IRISH UKE combines beautiful traditional aesthetics with modern design 
and materials..  With her desirable optional v-berth below, teak decks and gleaming teak 
cabinsides, she draws admiring looks wherever she goes.  Ready to go sailing!  $330,000 
NAPLES, FL

1978 HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 50       

BELON is a beautiful classic Hinckley SW50 with the desirable three cabin, two head 
layout.  Meticulously maintained, continuously upgraded, very well equipped and ready for 
your cruising.  Carbon fiber in-mast furling, teak decks and much more.  $360,000  
MT DESERT, ME

1994 HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 42       

HERA is a beautiful example of the classic Hinckley SW-42.  Well taken care of and nicely 
equipped, HERA is in great shape and will bring her new owners many years of enjoyment 
on the water.   $365,000  MARTHA’S VINEYARD, MA

2013 HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 42 MK II     

Want a new SW42 but don’t want to wait a year to build one? INTEGRITY is your boat. 
Extremely well equipped, appointed and available now.  Used only seasonally in Maine, 
always captained, 100% Hinckley maintained. $1,100,000  SOUTHWEST HARBOR, ME

1991 HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 59 CC       
ARTEMIS is a Kelvar/built ketch designed to be light, responsive and sailed by the owner 
without need for liveaboard crew. Very comfortable, not dependent on dockside amenities.  
Great yacht for exploring anywhere.  $730,000   ST JOHN, USVI

2001 HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 59 CC

Leave it all and go sailing - ZANETIA is your ticket. Back in the US for the first time, seriously 
for sale by original owner. Designed and built for world cruising with all the best gear. 
Captain maintained, ready to go. Call for details.  $695,000 SOUTHWEST HARBOR, ME 



E N G L A N D

F O L L O W  U S

O N  F A C E B O O K

www.berthonusa.com

The Newport Shipyard

1 Washington Street

Newport, RI 02840

40 Mary Street

Newport, RI 02840 

Phone  1 401 846 8404

Email  sales@berthonusa.com

I N T E R N AT I O N A L  Y A C H T  B R O K E R S

Jennifer Stewart

Alan Baines

Bill Rudkin
 

OYSTER 655:  #10 of the sisterhood to splash in 2009, American owner, great blue water 

spec.  Perfectly kaboodled for either high lat or for more welcoming warm waters. Skipper 

maintained, she is gleaming – a superior crustacean. Lying in Palma at GBP 1,275,000.  

SWAN 46 TANGO (1985): Beautifully maintained example, constantly updated. Fully 

offshore equipped and ready to go! Brand new watermaker, updated electronics, 

shorthanded sailing a breeze,  New listing, en route Stonington,   $245,000.

NAIAD 10 METER RIB (2011):  Super speedy tender with 
twin 300HP Merc’s with extended warranty to 2018, see her 
in VOLVO Race videos so good charter potential as well, in 
Newport at $295,000.

BALTIC 43: Extremely nice and very pretty 3 stateroom Baltic 
43. Fast, fun & well made, APRES SKI has benefits from 
having had the decks/engine replaced, Awlgrip job, full 
cover, and more!  Ashore in S. Maine. Great price at $175,000.

SWAN 53 (1991): Owners have moved on to their new larger 
Swan 60, and are highly motivated to sell NAI’A!   Roll 
boom, centerboard, new rod, new electronics and sails, just 
reduced to $325,000, in Jamestown.

LATE MODEL SWAN 60 (2001): Extended transom version 

means its nearly 65 feet long. Fully loaded with all the usual.  

Nice new 3Di sails, Offshore race and cruise equipped.  

Located in New England  $995,000.

SOLARIS ONE 60’: Italian flair meets Bill Tripp magic, drop 

keel provides access to shallow anchorages and push button 

everything to take the strain, fast and easy shorthanded 

sailing, lying Palma at EU 1.3M.

HINCKLEY SW 59CB:  Ready to do Newport-Bermuda again.  
Centerboard, genset, a/c, huge galley, IRC cert. Recently 
contributed to AMIkids and available with interest free 
terms to qualified individual. In Noank, CT at $295,000. 



Visit Our Website www.SJYACHTS.com For All Our Listings
410 639 2777

ANNAPOLIS, MD     ROCK HALL, MD     DELTAVILLE, VA     CHARLESTON, SC

Broker 

Opportunities

Call Now

Charleston 

Offi ce 

Now Open

REPRESENTING THESE FINE YACHTS

SOUTHERLY 57 2011

$1,550,000

TRINTELLA 50 2005

$595,000

BENETEAU 473 2006

$259,000

FEATURED BROKERAGE BOATS

MOODY 46 2000

$279,000

BLOCK ISLAND 40 1997

$235,000

ISLAND PACKET 35 1989

$99,900

NAUTICAT 37 2002

$239,000

MAESTRO 40 2006

$269,900

57 Southerly 2011 .............................................. $1,550,000 

57 Southerly 2010 .............................................  $1,475,000 

52 Island Packet 485 2003 ............................... $469,900 

51 Van de Stadt Custom 1999 ............................. $249,900 

50 Trintella 2005 ................................................  $595,000 

47 Beneteau 473 2006 ....................................... $259,000 

47 Delphia NEW ........................................................ Enquire 

47 Delphia 46DS CC NEW ....................................... Enquire 

46 Beneteau 461 2000 ........................................ $172,900 

46 Island Packet 465   ‘08........2 from .............$420,000 

46 Moody 2000 .................................................... $279,000 

45 Island Packet 445 2007 ............................... $439,000 

45 Southerly 135 2012 .........................................$735,000 

44 Island Packet 440 2006 ............................... $395,900 

44 Island Packet 1993 .......................................... $164,900 

44 Island Packet SP Cruiser MK2 2015 ..........  $629,000 

42 Catalina MKII 2007 ......................................... $193,000 

42 Endeavour 1985 ................................................ $94,900 

42 Southerly 42RST 2010 ................................. $485,000 

42 Tatoosh 1982 ...................................................  $120,000 

41 IP SP Cruiser MKI 2010 ................................. $428,500 

41 Bristol 41.1 CC 1981 ..........................................  $135,000 

41 Morgan Out Island 1981.....................................  $59,900 

40 Delphia 40.3 NEW .............................................. Enquire 

40 Maxi 1200 NEW ................................................... Enquire 

40 Island Packet  ‘94, ‘96........2 from ................ $173,900 

40 Block Island 40 1997 ..................................... $235,000 

40 Maestro 2006 ................................................. $269,900 

38 Cabo Rico 38 1993 .......................................... $174,900 

38 Hunter 2005 ...................................................... $119,900 

38 Shannon Pilothouse 1981 ................................ $119,500 

38 LeComte North East 1970 ............................... $49,000

38 Island Packet 380 2000 ....................................Enquire 

37 Beneteau First 375 1987 ................................  $44,900 

37 Nauticat  ‘02............................2 from ............ $239,000

37 Island Packet ‘95, ‘98............2 from ............. $138,000 

37 Southerly 115 MK IV 2006 .............................. $199,000 

36 Island Packet Estero 2010 ............................ $270,000 

36 Tashing Tashiba 1986 .................................................U/C 

36 Beneteau 361 2004 ....................................................U/C 

35 Island Packet 350 1997 .................................. $129,500 

35 Island Packet  ‘89, ‘90............4 from ............. $99,000 

35 Island Packet Cat 1994 ....................................$139,900 

35 Scanmar 1985 .................................................... $49,900  

35 Beneteau  1988 ................................................. $44,900 

32 Camper Nicholson 1970 ....................................$49,000 

32 Island Packet 1990 ............................................ $79,900 

32 Island Packet 320 2001 .................................. $123,500 

31 Pacifi c Seacraft 1997 .........................................$92,000 

31 Island Packet 1987 ..............................................$49,900 

27 Island Packet   ‘85, ‘86, ‘89....3 from ............ $34,999 

IP SP CRUISER MK2 (44’) 2015

$629,000

DELPHIA
Semi-custom Build @ Production Boat Prices 

SOUTHERLY
Shallow Draft Freedom - Deep Draft Performance

ISLAND PACKET
NEW 520 in build - Call for Special Pricing

MAXI 1200
A High Performance - Elegant Cruising Yacht! 

ALPHA 42
Performance Safety Elegance - Built in the USA

GREAT HARBOUR
America’s Go-Anywhere Liveaboard - Built in the USA!

CATALINA 42 MKII 2007

$193,000



THE ONLY COMPREHENSIVE 

RESOURCE GUIDE FOR SAILORS

• New sailboat reviews

• Gear how-to's from SAIL editors

• Sailboats, gear, equipment and services 

from hundreds of manufacturers

The only publication of its kind, where you’ll find...

Go to the SAIL Store at sailmagazine.com

32

NEW BOATS
& GEAR 2016

THE SAILOR’S ESSENTIAL RESOURCE GUIDE

BOAT 
REVIEWS

BOATS FOR ALL BUDGETS

BOAT 
REVIEWS

SAFETY • ELECTRONICS • DECK HARDWARE • SYSTEMS • ENGINES
PAINT & VARNISH • SAILMAKERS • GALLEY GEAR • APPAREL

64 PAGES OF ESSENTIAL GEAR

ONLY

$6.99

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!



To see all of our listings, please visit

SELLING MORE BOATS IN THE CARIBBEAN!S

57' Trader 575 2006 

Asking $550K

54' Jeanneau 54DS 2005

Asking $230K
54' Jeanneau 54DS 2006

Asking $295K

50' Gulfstar CSY Walkover 50 ‘87

Asking $99K
51'  Privilege 515 2011

Asking $1.4M

47' Beneteau Oceanis 473 2003

Asking $129K

45' Freedom 45 1992

Asking $149K

44' CSY 44 1979

Asking $89K

43' Shannon 43 1991

Asking $180K

41' Morgan/Catalina 41 Classic ‘87

Asking $49K

36 'Beneteau First 36.7 2007

Asking $69K

56' Nautical Development 1980

Asking $129K
54' Jeanneau 54DS 2005

Asking $295K

53' Amel Super Maramu 1990

Asking $230K

46' Beneteau 461 1998

Asking $110K

47' Tayana 47 1991

Asking $149K

44 'Dufour 455 Gran' Large 2007

Asking $189K

43' Pan Oceanic 1986
Asking $89K

43' Beneteau Cyclades 43.3 2005

Asking $78K

41' Lagoon 410 S2 2004

Asking $199K

39' Beneteau Cyclades 39 2007

Asking $85K

39' Beneteau Oceanis 393 2004
Asking $99K

38' Sabre 386 2004

Asking $215K

32' Beneteau Oceanis 321 1995

Asking $44.5K

49' Jeanneau SO 49 2004
Asking $129K

45' Jeanneau SO 45.2 2002

Asking $149K

48' Nautitech Dufour 475 1998

Asking $199K

45' Scheel 45 1974

Asking $89K

REDUCED

REDUCED

REDUCED

REDUCED

REDUCED

REDUCED

REDUCED

49' Hunter 2007

Asking $295K

44' Beneteau 440 1992

Asking $65K

REDUCED

REDUCED

REDUCED

REDUCED



FIND&LIST
THE LARGEST SAILBOAT BROKERAGE IN THE MID-ATLANTIC

your boat with

BENETEAU 473 from $179,000

 
JEANNEAU 45 5

 

2002 & 2003

 

ANNAPOLIS 410.267.8181 | KENT ISLAND 410.941.4847 | VIRGINIA 804.776.7575

 

. c o mw w w.
  power  brokeragenew sail

 

JEANNEAU 45 5 JEANNEAU SO 43 DS $218,500

 

2005

 

BENETEAU LAGOON
ANNAPOLIS SPRING SAILBOAT 

downtown annapolis

1987 & 1998

 
CATALINA 36 MII from $29,900

 

SIGN UP TODAY!
sailmagazine.com/enews

Photo courtesy of ©Amory Ross/Team Alvimedica/Volvo Ocean Race 

THE BEST OF —DELIVERED TO YOUR INBOX
Get the latest sailing news, new boat videos, exclusive 

multimedia content & more with SAIL’s Under Sail enewsletter



www.davidwaltersyachts.net

2008 Hylas 70, $500K in Upgrades- Now $1,175,000 Antigua 59- Exceptional Quality & Condition

Oyster 53- One Owner, Very Well Maintained

Exceptional Taswell 50 Raised Salon

Magnifi cent Custom Bristol 57- Many Upgrades

Extraordinary Irwin 52- Very Customized

2008 Beneteau 46- Ready to Cruise

Cambria 48- One of Mate’s World Best Sailboats

JU
ST 

LI
STE

D

2002 Oyster 47- Excellent Condition & Extras

2010 Shannon 52 pilothouse- Great Condition

Stellar 52- Quality 3SR, S&S Design

Alden 43, 44, 45 & 46 High Quality Classics

R
ED

U
C
ED

JU
ST 

LI
STE

D

Sistership

53 Hallberg Rassy, New Deck & Many Extras

2007 Valiant 50, One of Bob Perry’s Best

JU
ST 

R
ED

U
C
ED

I nternational
M arine
I nsurance

S ervices

I nternational
M arine
I nsurance

S ervices
Al GoldenAl Golden

The

Jackline
Insurance Program

present:

110 Channel Marker Way #200 
Kent Narrows, Maryland 21638
410-827-3757 • fax 410-827-3758
www.IMIS.pro • mail@IMIS.pro

•Two persons on board!
•World wide navigation!
•Personal liability available!
•Personal effects covered 

anywhere!
•International health insurance!

800-541-IMIS

(4647)

Celebrating 25 years of insuring yachts!

(207)244-3374 brokerage@classicboatshop.com

www.ClassicBoatShop.com

Classic Boat Shop Brokerage

45’ Cape Dory Ketch-

21’ Pisces Daysailer-



Marketplace
Search these companies and more at sailmagazine.com/marketplace

MARKETPLACE SALES MANAGER    

BOAT   ESSENTIALS BOAT   GEAR

BOAT   GEAR

BLOXYGEN SAVES LEFTOVER FINISHES. 

   

www.bloxygen.com  888-810-8311

DWYERMAST.COM   

    

203.484.0419

TANK TENDER
THE ORIGINAL 

PRECISION TANK 

MEASURING 

SYSTEM!

Accurate tank 
soundings have never 
been easier when one 

TANK TENDER 
monitors up to 10 fuel 

and water tanks. 
Reliable, non-electric 
and easy to install.

HART SYSTEMS 

www.thetanktender.com

P: (253) 858-8481  F: (253) 858-8486

JURGAN TOOL FREE CLEVIS PIN
®

Patent # 9212681
CNC machined of 316 and 

17-4 Stainless Steel in the US:

6018 S. Highlands Ave.
Madison, WI 53705Advertise   in   SAIL  
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Marketplace

MARKETPLACE SECTION
For rates and information,  

contact Blake Chasse today! 
bchasse@aimmedia.com

617-909-2918

STEWART YACHT CHARTERS Ellen 
Stewart, Broker 1-800-432-6118 Carib-
bean Yacht Vacations.   Crewed Yacht 
Charters-Power or Sail.  Providing 
on-site service and knowledge. 
http://www.stewartyachtcharters.com

CHARTERS
Charters: East Coast

NEWPORT RHODE ISLAND BAREBOAT & 

CAPTAIN CHARTERS  (4) Beneteau 42’s,  
Beneteau 46, Jeanneau 40,  439,  44 d/s,  49 
d/s, (3) Jeanneau 54 d/s. Sail to Martha’s 
Vineyard, Nantucket, Cape Cod, Block Is., 
Cuttyhunk Is, Mystic, NYC & Boston. 
May 1 – Nov. 1. 
www.bareboatsailing.com (800) 661-4013

Charters: FL/Caribbean

AAA FLORIDA KEYS BARE BOAT  

CHARTERS Cottage and 22’ sailboat  
$130/night. 1-305-451-3438  
WWW.KEYLIMESAILINGCLUB.COM

BOATS   FOR   SALE

BOATS   FOR   SALE
“TRAILERS FOR MACGREGORS” 

MacGregor 26 replacement ALUMINUM 
TRAILERS $3,295. Tandem axle $4,195. 
Super Sport Marine 800-234-3315  

www.supersail.com

BOAT   GEAR

• Makes sailing downwind easy and safe
and cruisers• Ideal for racers and cruisers

• Simple to deck mount, retract and stow
• Range of sizes for boats  18’ –  50’ 
• Unique design 100% USA Patent Pending

REMOVABLE CARBON BOWSPRITS

Visit www.csprit.com for more information

BETA MARINE US LTD

 

easy to install and adjust

.

Sail Faster!

Power Better!

Fits all shafts and Saildrives

 Available in 2, 3 and

  4 blade versions.

JPROP

propeller that is
the feathering

Wareham, MA 508-295-3550
www.capecodshipbuilding.com

MAINE CAT

Bareboat Charter Bahamas

www.mecat.com  1-888-832-2287ttttttttttttttt 111111111111 888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888 88888888888888888888888323232323323232222322232232222223232323332222323232323323222323222 2222222222222222222222222222228282282282888888882828288888828228888282882222822288828888282282288888887777777777777777777777777

Enjoy the protected Sea of Abaco aboard our 

easy-to-sail, unique, open bridgedeck catama-

rana. Dramatic beaches, beautiful reef life for 

snorkeling and restful anchorages.

MC 30, MC 41 (2015) ∙ ALL NEW MC 38 (2015)

Cruise stunning
Penobscot Bay!

Fully equipped, expertly 
maintained bareboats

JOHANSON BOATWORKS
www.jboatworks.com

toll free 877-4JOHANS Rockland, ME 04841 

M
a
in

e
!

For Rates & Advertising  
Information 

Contact  

Blake Chasse  

bchasse@aimmedia.com
617-909-2918
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Marketplace

Charters:  
Foreign

Charters:   
Gulf Coast

GREEK ISLANDS - MASTER ‘52 Perfect Sailing, 

Low Rates direct from owner.  

www.aegean-sail.gr

PENSACOLA YACHT CHARTERS. Sail our 

spectacular cruising area: beautiful yachts - fully 

equipped 2003-2007 model Beneteaus.  

Call 850-432-3199 visit  us at  

www.pensacolayachtcharters.com

Charters:   
West Coast

SAIL A TALL SHIP ‘ROUND THE WORLD!  

Sail Transatlantic and explore the authentic 

Caribbean, east coast USA and Canada. 

Trainee and passenger berths available. 

Barque PICTON CASTLE 902-634-9984

HAWAII:  YACHT CHARTERS Featuring Beneteau, 

Hunter, ASA Sailing School.  

http://www.honsail.com (808) 239-3900,  

Fax (808) 239-9718

Charters:  
Worldwide

Charters:  
Worldwide

Charters: FL/Caribbean GENERAL   CLASSIFIEDS
Marine Insurance

Delivery & Transport

QUALITY DELIVERY ANYWHERE  

30 year CG Master. 300,000 miles. 

Norm Connell 240-274-4654 

www.bluewateryachtdelivery.com

“THE BOAT INSURANCE STORE”  

We have a Program for EVERY BOAT.  Liability 

Only Available. Lawrence Fox-Agency.  Est. 

1959. Massapequa, NY 1-800-553-7661. 

Licesnsed Agent GEICO Marine Ins. Co. 

REAL   ESTATE

VACATION   RENTALS

FLORIDA KEYS VACATION RENTALS Homes, 

condos, private islands, beachfront, poolside, 

dockage! 888-743-5635  

www.rentalsfloridakeys.com  

email: vacationrental@keyslife.info

KEY LARGO BAY FRONT HIDEWAY and 
22’ Sailboat $800-$1000wk.  Snorkel/
Dive, Private, Beautiful Sunsets,  
Brochure 305-451-3438.  
WWW.KEYLIMESAILINGCLUB.COM

PUNTA GORDA #1  place to live in Florida.   

Sail the Gulf or explore Charlotte Harbor from 

your own dock.  CONTACT Luke Andreae, 

experienced boater and #1 Realtor for waterfront 

properties.  Buyer’s Agent.   

866-761-8138.  RE/MAX Harbor Realty.  

info@andreaegroup.com   

www.ILovePuntaGorda.com

Charters: North West

THRUSTERS

Sailing Vacations of a Lifetime...
BOOK WINTER/SPRING/SUMMER 2016

CHARTERS NOW! 
9 days for the price of 7 days:

Apr - May 31

10 days for the price of 7 days: 
June 1 - Dec 15

Bareboat or Captain Charters
Beneteau, Jeanneau, Lagoon and Leopard (32-54 ft.)

Pro Valor Charters, Ltd. BVI

JUST FIVE MINUTES FROM THE BEEF ISLAND AIRPORT (EIS)
James Young Chalwell Marina, East End, Tortola, BVI Turn into marina 

at  A-Value grocery store on East End.

1-866-803-2271
www.provalorcharters.com

YACHT INSURANCE 

QUOTE LINES:

COCOA, FL .......................800.959.3313

FORT LAUDERDALE, FL.....800.330.3370

NEWPORT, RI ...................866.669.0344

www.atlassinsurance.com
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SAN DIEGO SAILING ACADEMY  ASA and US 

SAILING Certifi cations. Private Professional 

Liveaboard Programs. 

www.sdsa.com  800-441-8672

“LEARN FROM THE BEST” 

Certifi ed Award Winning Instructors + on 

site Vacation Cottages W/Free Sailboats & More. 

We immerse you among Sailors. 

AmericanSailingAcademy.com 

CALL NOW 305 587-3205

SAN DIEGO, CA. EST. 1969

ASA Learn to Sail Vacation Packages

Corporate Team Building Events

www.harborsailboats.com 800-854-6625

SCHOOLS &   
INSTRUCTION

SELF-STEERING

SAILS   &   RIGGING
SMALL AD, SMALL PRICES; standing and 

running rigging, life lines, furling gear, winches, 

line, windlasses, travelers, wire and terminals, 

blocks, vangs, clutches, etc.  Problem solving 

is our specialty.  We are a rigging shop 

specializing in mail order / internet sales.   

Rigging Only, 508-992-0434. 

E-mail:  sail@riggingonly.com 

Web:  www.riggingandhardware.com 

SAILS
SOMERSET SAILS Mainsails, Headsails, 

Spinnakers, Racing, Cruising, New, Used. 

U.S. made (800) 323-WING (9464) 

www.somersetsails.com

USED and NEW SAILS 1000’s of cruising and 

racing sails in stock. Online inventory @ 

www.mastheadsailinggear.com 800-783-6953 

or 727-327-5361 Masthead Enterprises - 

St. Pete, Florida.

National Sail Supply. Supplying high quality 

sails at reasonable prices for over 20 years. 

Email - newsails@aol.com 

www.nationalsail.com. 352-540-9101

With an

Independent self

steering windvane

AND

Emergency 

Rudder

FEEL THE FREEDOM

STEERING THE DREAM

www.hydrovane.com

 IN PRINT AND ONLINE!

For rates and information

Contact Blake Chasse

 

Find your most active 

sailing audience by advertising in 

THE   BEST   OF   SAIL
DELIVERED   TO   

YOUR   INBOX

Sign up for our 
enewsletter today!

sailmagazine.com/enews
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LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

How Does Harbor Freight 
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?

We have invested millions 
of dollars in our own 
state-of-the-art quality test 
labs and millions more in 
our factories, so our tools 
will go toe-to-toe with the 
top professional brands. 
And we can sell them for a 
fraction of the price because 
we cut out the middle man 
and pass the savings on to 
you. It’s just that simple! 
Come visit one of our 
600+ Stores Nationwide.

SUPER COUPON

20%
OFFANY 

SINGLE 
ITEM

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day.   Save 20% on any 1 item 
purchased. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or any 
of the following items or brands: Inside Track Club membership, 
extended service plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day parking lot sale 
item, compressors, fl oor jacks, saw mills,  storage cabinets, chests or 
carts, trailers, trenchers, welders, Admiral, CoverPro, Daytona, Diablo, 
Franklin, Hercules, Holt, Jupiter, Predator,  Stik-Tek, StormCat, Union, 
Vanguard, Viking.   Not valid on prior purchases. Non-transferable. 
Original coupon must be presented.  Valid through 7/16/16. 

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 30 Million Satisfi ed Customers

• HarborFreight.com
• 800-423-2567

• No Hassle Return Policy
• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER 

COUPONWOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior 
purchase. Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com or by 
calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping 
& Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Non-
transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 
7/16/16. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day.

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE

600+ Stores
Nationwide

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$60

SAVE 
$339

$5999 $15999

    
comp at $119.99

 RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON 
ALUMINUM RACING JACK 

3-1/2 Pumps Lifts 
Most Vehicles
Weighs 34 lbs.

 LOT  69252/60569 shown
68053/62160
62496/62516

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

 $1499 
comp at 

$59.97

LOT 5889/62281/61637 shown

 29 PIECE TITANIUM 
NITRIDE COATED

HIGH SPEED STEEL
DRILL BIT SET 

SAVE 
75%

Customer Rating

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON 
125 PSI VERTICAL 
AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT  69091/67847  shown
61454/61693/62803

comp at $499

900 PEAK/
700 RUNNING WATTS 
2 HP (63 CC) 2 CYCLE
 GAS RECREATIONAL 

GENERATOR
LOT   60338/66619

69381 shown

 $8999 comp at 
$168.97

SAVE 
$78

1/2" ELECTRIC 
IMPACT WRENCH

LOT 69606/61173
68099 shown

comp at $149 .88 
 $3999 SAVE 

$109

 $36999 

SAVE 
$660

LOT     69387/62270/62744 
68784 shown

comp at $1029 .99 

 44", 13 DRAWER 
INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 

ROLLER CABINET 

Weighs 245 lbs.

12 VOLT, 10/2/50 AMP
 BATTERY CHARGER/

ENGINE STARTER 

comp at $69 .99 
 $2999 

LOT 66783/60581/62334
60653 shown

SAVE 
57%

SAVE 
66%

72" x 80" 
MOVING BLANKET

comp at $17 .97 
 $599 

Customer Rating

LOT  66537 shown
69505 /62418

12" SLIDING COMPOUND 
DOUBLE-BEVEL MITER SAW 

WITH LASER GUIDE

comp at $399

LOT   61969/61970
61776/69684 shown

SAVE 
$264

SAVE 
66%

 $599 

 $13499 

comp at $17 .97 

 9 PIECE FULLY POLISHED 
COMBINATION WRENCH SETS 

SAE
LOT 69043/42304 shown

METRIC
LOT 42305/69044

YOUR CHOICE

 $1999 comp at 
$39 .94 

LOT   69780 
41005  shown 

 1000 LB. CAPACITY
SWING-BACK 

TRAILER JACK 
SAVE 
49%

 6" VARIABLE SPEED 
DUAL ACTION POLISHER 

LOT  69924  shown
62403/62862

 $5499 

SAVE 
$95

comp at 
$149.99

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

SAVE 
$103$5644   

comp at $159.99

2500 LB. 
ELECTRIC WINCH 

WITH WIRELESS 
REMOTE CONTROL
LOT 61258  shown

61840 /61297/68146

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 7/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

SAVE 
59%

YOUR 
CHOICE

5 mil 
thickness

SIZE LOT 

MED 68496/61363

LG 68497/61360

X-LG 68498/61359
Item 

68498 
shown

comp at $14.97
  $599

POWDER-FREE NITRILE GLOVES 
PACK OF 100

VALUE
 $497 

1" x 25 FT. 

TAPE MEASURE

LOT 69031/69080/69030 shown
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Waterlines 
by Charles J. Doane             

If you’ve read the book, you may be experiencing a small shock of 
recognition here. Yes, I mean that h omas Tangvald. You can see a photo 
of him at age 15 on the back of the book inspecting the shattered remains 
of his father’s boat at er it piled up on a reef of  the island of Bonaire in 
the southern Caribbean in 1991.

h omas lost both his dad and his younger half-sister, Carmen, in 
that wreck, an event he barely survived and witnessed from a surb oard 
in the dark of night. And this, amazingly, was just the last in a myriad 
of tragedies that dei ned his childhood—the i rst being witnessing 
the murder of his French mother, Lydia, at the hands of pirates in the 
Sulu Sea when he was only 3, the second being the loss of his Chinese 
stepmother, Ann (mother of Carmen), who got clubbed overboard by 
an errant boom during a transatlantic passage from the Canary Islands 
to Grenada when he was 8.

h omas was both born and raised on his father’s home-built 50t  yawl, 
L’Artemis de Pytheas, and was the ultimate “cruising kid.” His dad was 
very much a hardcore traditionalist, sailing only engineless boats with no 
electricity, and h omas absorbed all this and more, teaching himself both 
yacht design and celestial navigation from books he found onboard. He 
even built a sextant all on his own from scratch. At er he was orphaned 
he went to live with Edward and Clare Allcard, two well-known sailors 
who were close to his dad, and soon proved what a i ne mind he had by 
winning a scholarship to study mathematics at university.

Not long at er graduating, h omas returned to the sea and sailed 
singlehanded across the Atlantic from England to the Spanish Virgin 
Islands in a 22t  gaf  cutter. Taking at er his dad, he sailed with no engine, 
no electronics and no proper charts. His landfall in the Caribbean, he 
wrote Clare Allcard, was the happiest day of his life.

h omas made a life for himself in the Spanish Virgins. He was well-known 
in traditional-boat racing circles, which is how he met his wife, Christina, at 
Foxy Callwood’s Wooden Boat Regatta on Jost van Dyke. Together they had 
a son, Gaston, and started a small organic farm on the island of Vieques.

At er some years on Vieques the couple decided to emigrate to Brazil, 
and h omas, characteristically, determined they should travel by boat. 
To this end he purchased a 34t  open-cockpit Puerto Rican traditional 
nativo sloop, Oasis, and converted her to a bluewater cruiser. He added a 
cabin and modii ed her rig, but still she had no engine, no electricity, no 
lifelines even, and by any modern standard, she was a very crude vessel.

h omas succeeded in sailing this humble crat  some 2,000 miles, 
mostly to windward, from Vieques to the mouth of the Amazon, with his 
heavily pregnant wife and small son aboard. He documented his voyage 
in a series of articles for the Caribbean magazine All at Sea. h is was also 
the boat he was aboard when he disappeared in March 2014, sailing on 
his own to Fernando de Noronha, which is where he hoped ultimately to 
settle with his family.

He was, by any measure, a remarkable young man. He overcame 
staggering tragedy, but it never made him cautious. He continued, as his 
father had, to live his life on his own terms. He was given a very i tting 
epitaph by his half-sister, Virginia (born to his father’s last wife, Flor-
ence, who let  him before the wreck at Bonaire), who told a Norwegian 
newspaper shortly at er he was lost: “Our family has experienced many 
tragedies. But when you put yourself on the quest for freedom and i nd-
ing one’s true nature, there is no other way of living that does not feel like 
a tragedy in itself.” s

SAIL’s Cruising Editor, Charles J. Doane, sails his Tanton 39 on the Maine 

coast and down in the West Indies whenever he gets the chance. He is the 

author of The Modern Cruising Sailboat, published by International Marine, 

and is a contributing blogger at SAILfeed.com

Remembering 
Thomas
How the ultimate cruising kid became an 

ultimate role model

I
t is just over two years now since Thomas 
Tangvald went missing at sea while sailing 
singlehanded from French Guyana to Fernando 

de Noronha, an island far off the coast of Brazil, and 
I find I am still haunted by the loss. I never met the 
young man (he was aged 37 when he disappeared), 
but I had known of him for many years, ever since 
I read a book by his father, Peter Tangvald, titled At 
Any Cost: Love, Life & Death At Sea.

Peter Tangvald (left) 
with his son Thomas 

(center) aboard 
L’Artemis de Pytheas
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